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PADUCAH  DAILY REGISTER
PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 19, 1906.
SAN FRANCISCO
NOW iNROl
Lives Crushed Out By Crumbling Walls
Fire Adds Horror to the Situation.
Two Thousand Lives Reported
Lost---Business Destroyed.
Severe Shock at Sacramento or telephoned Oakland for more ex-plotives. If the flames cannot be
stayed at once the entire city maybe
destroyed.
General Funstcm, commanding the
department of the Pacific, has order-
ed out the entire forces at the Presi-
Immense Area Covered
by the Earthquake
Lines Down, Offver West
and Communication is
Much Delaired.
San Francisco, April . 18.—San
Francisco was practically wrecked
by an earthquake at 5:10 o'clock this
morning. The shock lasted three
minutes, and thousands of buildings
were damaged and destroyed. The
loss of life is reported great. There
is no water, and fires are breaking
out over the city. All wires with the
exception of one are. gone. The
City Hall, costiog,S7,000moss, is in
4 ruins. Modern euildings ' suffered
less than brick and frame.
The terror and excitement are in-
describable. Most people were as-
leep, and rushed into the streets
undressed. The buildings swayed
, and crashed, burying the occupants.
There was a panic in the downtown
hotels. The Lick House is badly
damaged, but no loss of life there
is reported.
The Palace Hital genii:St. Francis
Hotels stood the shoci.. The people
flocked to the telegraph offices to
send messages to friends, and were
frantic because there were no wires.
The greatest damage to buildings
was south of Market street, where
mostly frame buildings and tene-
ment houses were located. irh ere.
were fires in every block in that
district.
At Mercy of Flames.
A disastrous fire has broken out
cn the south side of Market street,
and is now within one block of the
Palace Hotel. The water mains
' have burst, and the fire department
is practically,,heiplora. The utmost
confusion extsts. All usiness is sus-
pended.
At this moment there is only one
wire out of San Franaisco, Postal
wtre. The Postal building is badly
damaged. The operating room is a
total wreck. The power of every
bind is gone, and therel ern, ri0
lights, either gas or electric. Neith.
er the Palace Hotel nor the St.
Francis Is gone, that is., as far the
outside goes, but the ina4dr., plaster-
ing, etc., is greatly damaged. •
Between the Postal office and the
street and Mission. above Third, is
blazing furiously. Ryalto, one of
the finest steel structures in the city,
burned. The very best section of
the business district is now threat-
Firemen are powerless. The wh
territory, fur blocks on Sansome,
Front, Pine, Sacramento streets are
eutted.
The Postal Telegraph building is
deserted in fear of a collapse and all
operators have gone to Oakland to
resume werk there. . - .....
A Second Shock.
San Francisco, April 
There has just been another shock
which has intensified the panic. The
shock was of short duration. .
Ir•mmilm•••••••• ma
•
San Francisco, April 18.—There
has Just been another shock which
hasNintensitied the panic. People
started to rush into the streets. Tht•
shock was of short duration and
the alarm soon subsided.
Washington, April 18.—The San
Francisco exrthquake has reached
across the entire continent. The
seismograph at the Weather Bureau
here showed such a violent agitation
about 8.3o o'clock this morning that
the pen paiiied off the recording
sheet.
The instrument a* .12 o'clock
still under vibration, showing
the earthquake has not ceased.
was
that
San Francisco, April 18.—As re-
ports come in the magnitude of the
disaster grows. Fires are raging in
all directions and people are mov-
ing out of the downtown section.
The loss of life may reach into
the hundreds, and millions of dol-
lars' worth of property is destroyed.
between the theatre and St. Pat-
rick's church. Many people are
fleeing from the Palace Hotel, tak-
ing their personal effects.
The gas works south of Market
Street have been blown up and thie
dirtied another big fire in that sec-
ticitOtif the city. A portion of the
mission, several miles from the
business section of the city is in
flames. The tire began at Twenty-
second stiteet and is tepidly moving
eastward.
--wages. front there-ism- been- rent . .
• dattpkge by the earthquake apparent- ithreE'.67-cks Felt.
1ly extending all over the city. The Thire were three shocks of
shock occurred at s:is this morning 4rthkii1ke, the first one being
and lasted three minutes. The two minutes' duration. .
streets are blocked with debris. Valencia street sank TO feet
•
They are blowing  up  buildinrs.
The risIdencs distriCts ars adà as
far as heard from. -
Business Section Wreekes----,
The business section of 'he ity
from Market street to Mission
street, and from the bay back has
been almost completely wrecked.
The Call and Examiner buildings
ere destroyed. Many buildings
along market and Mission streets,
Including the department stores, are
•coihnning. Hundreds of people in
the cheap tenement district are re-
ported killed. Fires are raging, and
owing to the scaccity of water, are
practically beyond control.
. remage in Berkley, Oakland and
other places in the vicinity of San
Francisco was very severe, but it is
not thought many lives were lost on
gthat side of the bay. The supply of




places With great damage near the
Chtflain. --ff 13tirnytirtit-gtofti
perished in the ruins.
- ?JAM Oft Whid. --
Should the wind increase it may
sweep the entire southern section of
the city. In Oakland fits persons
were killed by the collapse of the
JunctiOn of Market and Pine Streets
which is in flames and probably will
be a total loss.
40•••••+••
Big Buildings.
fire has reached Market
Street near Third. The building
next to the Claud Spreckels Build-
ing at Third and Market is in flames
and the fire extends along the south
side of Market to Fourth. The fol-
lowing buildings on New Mont-
gomery Street between Market and
?Malkin have ,.been entirely destroy-
ed; Pacific States; Telephon corn-
The
party; Rialto building, Mission and
Market; the National building on
Second and Market; the ra-story
Mutual Life' buildng on California
and Sansome.
Entire City Doomed,
San Francisco, April 18.—The lat-
est reports add to the horrors and
damages of the situation.
The debris of the wrecks are all
ignited and the city is doomed to de-
struction. The fire engines were
wrecked in the wreck of the fire sta-
tions and the town is at flames' mer-
cies.
The manufactories which with-
stood the shocks, fell easy victims to
the flames.
The employes of the factories lived
in cottages whith were tossed about
dio, Fort Mason, to guard the prop- like cards, and the fallintg timbers
erty and preserve order. Howard crushed the occupants while they
were sleeping.
The dead is estimated above 2,000,
most of the bodies recovered were ta-
ken from the tenement districts.
Over 300 bodies now lie in the Me-
chanic's pavilion.
The Call building is
of flames and doomed.
The Hearst building
danger.
The fire is now working west




From the Examiner building on









May be Greatest Fire of History.
San Francisco. April i$.—.8:i 5 a. m.
—Fire which has been raging in the
vicinity of Fourth and Stevenson St.
has got beyond the control of the fire-
men and the flames have leaped to
the Winchester rooming house on the
west side of Third street. Unless the
flames can be checked here, the Pal-
ace Hotel, one block distant, will be
endangered.
The water supply is entirely inade-
quate
Railroad Sinks.
A telegram from Sacremento to
the Western Union Telegraph com-
pany reports that three miles of
railroad sank et of sight as a re-
sult of the earthquake between
Suisuam and Benclea. and all wires
were taken with it At Pleasanton
there were several cars burning on
the main line, blocking the tracks.
Up to the time of receiving this dis-
patch the Western Union had been
unable to get into, communication
with San Francisco.
The Postal Telegraph company re-
ceived information that the greate3t
damage from the earthquake was
done to property in the following
streets: Drumm, Devis, Front, Bat-
tery. Sansom, - Montgomery, Kear-
ney, Spear, Minn, Beak and Fre-
mont.
Relief Messages.
Manager J. B. Allen of the local
office for The Postal Telegraph
company, yesterday received a copy
of the message being sent to all the
conmany's offices the country over
teiegram announces that The Pos-
tal wilr transmit free of charge, all
messages offered by mayors of
cities or regular organizations, per-
taining to relief of the suffering in
..an Francisco, where the great
tafth—qiikke did-4itiel damage and de-
struction of life and property.
_ .
Paducahan's Relatives.
Dr. -Vernon Blythe yesterday tele-
graphed to San Francisco to .hear
from his brother Mr. Leon Blythe
who is there on business. As yet
the Paducahan has received no
word. Mr. Charles Brown of the
krmour packing office here, has a
brother out there, but has heard
hothing. while it is believed Mr. and
Mrs. _Thomaa Orr are there en
route to Los Angeles, while Mrs.
Bahr of Eighth and Hushanda
street has a sister there. Many
other Paducah people have relatives
'in the unfortunate city, and they are
anxiously awaiting some message
rom them. The telegraph compan-
announce it may take two and
passible three days, for *lino to
be gptten to individuals in the dii-
trcsspà city, on account of the
chaotc condition of affairs, there-
fore the tense anxiety is something
sery -straining upon relatives.
LATER INFORMATION.
,The Path of the 'Quake.
San; Francisco, ar.:a
covefeil by the earthquake is about
50 blocks in which almost all of the
buildings are totally destroyed. The
greates; damage is east
Markel?' street to the bay.
covers ,the Battery, Front,
and Ivitntgomery streets.
The buildings on the
streets are destroyed:
First, Fremont, Beal, Main, Spear,
Stuart, East and South.
This section of the city is largely
devoted to manufactories, and the
loss will be tremendous.
The Hotels.
The Palace Hotel which cost $3,-
250,000, was blown up to try to
stop the flames. This is one of the
finest hotels in the world. The Lick
house, is also wrecked, and the other
hotels are badly damaged.
Fires Everywhere.
The fir are raging everywhere,
and the city looks as if it is at the
mercy of the flames.
Sacramento Also Experiences Shock.
Chicago, April 18.—The telegraph
companies here are entirely without
wires to San Francisco. The Sacra-
mento office of the Western Union
reports a very heavy earthquake west.
Los Angeles reports having lost all
wires at 5:13 a. TM
The Union Pacific Railway Com-
pany reported that all of their wires
have gone down west of Ogden. The
area covered by the earthquake seems
to have covered several hundred
miles. The Union Pacific wires were
later working to Reno, but have been
destroyed west of Winnemucca.
ture they would decide upon some
character of recommendation, to the
s
city legislators regarding needed
torm and other sewerage for this
All the members for the new or- -city. This discussion was brought up
th.., when there was presented the greatder, were first instituted by
cost the city has to bear in everygrand master's representative wh.)
week cr two putting down emailLrought along wikli him the dispen- drain pipes here, and surface drain-sation, permitting organization of'
the new body. After this the mem-
bers of the lodge then elected their
officers, who are as follows; W. T.
Goodman, noble grand; C. F. Yates.
vice grand; Dr. Jesse C. Gilbert,
secretary, and Chris Kolb, treasurer.
Tee noble grand then named his
appointive officers, who are; Henry
Ikh.gee, right support to noble
grand; C N. Smith, left support to
table grand; D. Q. Barker, warden; for years to come,
C. M. Clark, conductor; Silas Peak, The board of works directed a let-
inside guardian; John Leuch out- ter. to the geneTAI couqc4,jpr
the latter to instruct the ormer whatbureau 'Said today that the eruption 1641. .gisardisn; H. L. Harrison,
its chaplain; Mode Price, right scene 
to do regarding purchasing enoughof Vesuvius was recorded during 
ground from A. G. Gilbert so Tenthentire period on the magnetic instru- support; T. N. Edwards, left scene street can be opened through fromsupport; R. S. Barnett, right sup- Broadway to Kentucky avenue. Mr.port; T. N. Edwards, left scene sup- G.'bert wants $.65 per foot for enoughport; R. S. Barnett, right support *to to make a thirty-five foot street invice grand; A. Butler, left support width, but after making this offer, heto vice grand. • supplemented it with a provision that
The INIge was named "Mechanics- the city should pay the netire cost of
burg Loge No. 218, I. 0. 0. F." constructing the new thearogbfare,
and the members decided on Broad- which cost at other places where
foot's hall at Third and Elizabeth streets are built over the munkipal-
streets, as the place for holding ity, falls upon the abutting property
owner. The matter is hung up in the
ducted every Tuesday night, the
their meetings which will be con-
legislative boards, and the board of
filet being that night of next week, works wants things decided on im-
at which time steps will be taken mediately, as Mir. Gilbeet is nearly
towards purchasing the' parapher- out of the idea of selling enough of
his private ground for the proposedReport Received at Sacramento. nalia and regalia needed by the or- ganati.public highvray.
Sacramento, Cal., April ta—The Street tIntpector Alonzo Elliot
correspondent of the Associated After the ceremonies of last night, needs a new mule for the public streetPress here has been informed from a a swell banquet was tendered the department service, and this question
reliable source that the earthquake two hundred present, by the forty- was referred to the inspector and
this morning created great destrue- six members of the mew iiody, and Member John G. Rinctiffe to buy an
tion of property at San Francisco. the delicacies served were many and
The loss from the shock and subse- must delicious, the spread being The old wagon- used by the cityqaent fires will reach into the mil- artaken of in the banquet hall of electric ight plant has about wornlions. The fire is still raging cover- tic Fraternity building. out and Superintendent Kebbler
ing an area from Montgomery street The new lodge is an independent wants a new one, and also a set ofto the water front.
It is said hundreds of buildings in 
crganization and its institution does harness. The matter of buying them
not acquire to the members any was left to the superintendent andthe business section have been ruin- financial interest in the Fraternity Member John Rincliffe of the board.ed. The fire started in a dozen dif- Isuilding which is owned by the In constructing public works of afcrent places and is now being fought varied nature, City Engineer Wash-with dynamite.- 
other Odd Fellow and MaNnic
b ington needs much material and workThree miles of the Southern Pa- 
cdies of this city.
, plumber" and he was authorized
cific track near Benecia was sunk for 
The new lodge is gotten up tor
enieb-
to advertise for bids, showing fora de th of about four feet. benefit of the Mechanicsburg and
Jeasey -Odd Fellows so they can 
price --the—td-unalasrs-- vri4I f it
the material and labor.
Fire Approaching Two Large Hotels. have a place of meeting convenicn, People owning' property on Finn-to their homes on the South Side.San Francisco, April 18.--9:15 a. ni kett's Hill out near the f. C. railroad
—The fire in the vicinity of the Pal- and not have to come all the way saops, want to donate the city enough
ace and Grand Hotels is rapidly ap- d. wit town when they want to at- to run a public street across the hill
proachinf these buildings, and from tend a session. to connect with Jackson street and
present indications they will fall it Charts- stre-t. The---people- -went- to,
prey to the flames within half an dedicate their private property for
hour. The Examiner and Call build- public, highway pm-poses, provided
ings are also in imminent danger, city pays for-the new thorongh-
fare, but the hoard of works did
nothing with the- matter. leaving it
open for further investigation.
The East Tennessee Telephone
Company filed with the board a draw-
ing showing the location they want
to put new poles at, but Manager
Joynes, of the company, was not pres-
ent to explain the roquest thoroughly.
so it was laid over until the next
meeting.. Between now nad then the
telephone company is to confer with
Superintendent Kebbler of the city
light plant and show him Where the
poles go so that they will not he in
the way of other poles. The draw-
ings did not show what ̂other Oa'.
are on the'streeta the telephone pe.,-
ple want to cover.
ments of the Research Station at
Mbunt Weather, a few miles trom this
city. in Virginia.
Prof. More was not prepared to
say whether the eruption of Vesuvius
has anything to do with the present
earthquake.
The seismograph at the weather bu-
reau here at 12:45 was still recording
violent vibration. The second shock
felt in San Francisco at 8:15 o'clock
was clearly indicated by the weather
bateau's instruments, thus showing













Board of Works Preparing
Recomendation for Them
The New Lodge Will Meet At MR. GILBERT SAYS
Broadfoot's Hall, and Is Named
Mechanicsburg Lodge No. 218.
crry MUST ACT SOON.
Drain Piping Goes Under Concrete
One of the largest secret order Sidewalks on Avenue to Carrygatherings ever conducted in this
city was that of last evening at the Off Surface Water. '
fraternity building on Broadway
w:ar Fifth street, at which time
there was instituted the new Odd
Fellows lodge that starts off with a. NEW POLES GOING UPwembership of forty-six affiliates_ I
—MANY °THE& SHIFTED
There were present last night about
two hundred brethren drawn by the
ceremonies that inaugurated the . •
th.rd subordinate body of this secret . •order ;or P:iducali. I Yesterday afternoon during theGrand Master Clements had ex- meeting of the board of public works,pected to come here and conduct I the members of that body decidedthe ceremonies, but not being abk that at some session in the near fu-
Chicago, April IS—Considerable
damage from the earthquake is re-
ported as having occurred in the city





tion with the vibrations in this city
Prof. Willis Moore of the weather
Vesuvius Erup-
connec-
Tho Last Earthquake in 'Frisco.
The last earthquake that occurred
In San Francisco was about the
middle of January, /goo. Several
distinpt shocks woe felt early in
theme rni,:g, causing the vibration
of bdildings all over the city. The
chief building affected was the St.
Nicholas Hotel, which was severely
shaken. 'The walls conapeed in cer-
tain parts of the structure, patrons
were thrown out of their beds and
furniture was destroped.
In raga there was felt throughout
the city and for a radius of several
mites an around. No actual dam-
(00ntinned on Page Five.)
to do so, sent Special Deputy Grand
Master L. Boyd Harris of blorgin-
field, who arrived at 6 o'clock last
•.:vening and supervised the work.
Treated Animal Cruelly.
Des Bunton and Les Perkins, col-
ored, were arrested yesterday by Of-
Peer* Hill and FerguSon on the
charge of hiring a horse Sunday from
1.iveryman Charles Clark of South
Third street near Kentucky avenue,
and treating the animal cruelly.
After being arrested the darkies set-
tled the matter with the liveryman
and were released by the police au-
,horities, M'r. Clark not desiring to
prosecute them.
Milton Enoch, colored, was ar-
ested this morning- shortly after
midnight, and locked. ap by Officers
Hill and Ferguson on the charge of
vf,mbling.
— —
There is always somebody who
feels sorry for a poor man—et his 
funeral.
age mains there, to carry off the wat-
er which accumulates on the public
thoroughfares. These small matters
cost much money, but are only tem-
porary affairs that have to come up,
when more substantial sewerage is
comity-acted, therefore the present
cost is useless. The board believes
permanent sewerage could 1),: placed
at many points over the city and thus
set at rest all costs in this respect





!REV . W. H. PINKERTONI LEFT
THIS MORNING FOR LOUIS-
VILLE.
•
Rev. J. W. Blackard Will Lecture
At Lacenter Next Saturday
Night-Church Matters.
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton arrived
here yesterday from Memphis,
Tenn., and left this morning at t :go
o'clock for Louisville, after bend-
ing a few hours visiting his wife and
little girl here. He was warmly
greeted by his many friends who are
always joyed to meet the reverend
gentleman, under auspices of the
evangelistic board. He spoke in
Memphis Tuesday night and does
likewise this evening it Louisville,
and from there goes to Williams-
burg, Ohio and other cities, to be
gone for an indefinitp period.
Divine Went Ho4e.
Rev. Calvin Thompson, who •fille,1
the first 'Baptist church here Sunday
morning and evening, has returned
to his hone in Denver, Colo. The
committee of this congregatioa,
that has in charge the question of
securing a minister to fill the empty
Lulpit, held a meeting yesterday
afternoon at the office of Mr. John
R. Puryear in the custom house, but
'they are not yet ready to make any
announcements as to,, whether em-
ployment has been effected, or other
divines will be asked to come and
celiver trial sermons.
Lecture on Europe.
Rev. J. Blackard, presiding elder
of the Paducah District Methodist
churches, will go to the Barlow.
Ky., church Saturday morning to
hold his regular quarterly confer-
ence, and then from there he goes
to LaCenter that evening to deliver
a lecture on a "Trip to Europe.'
This is the same address he deliv-
ered here several weeks ago to a
very large and interested audience at
the Broadway Methodist church.
Church Dedication.
Rev. T. J. Owen of the Methodist
mission churches, is preparing for a
large affair one week from Satinflay,
at which time there will be dedicated
'the new church at Little Cypress.
Arrangements have been made for
a big basket dinner on the ground
while tine singing and excellent
preaching will be conducted.
Quarterly Conference.
The second quarterly conference
for Broadway Methodist church will
he held next Tuesday evening at
7:30 o'clock, with Presiding Elder
J. W. Blackard in charge.
Prayer Service.
Rev. T. J. Newell last evening
conducted his regular weekly prayer
service at the Broadway M. E.
church. He will not get away until
tcday for Louisville on business re-
garding the Methodist college he is
seeking to lociate here.
Philathea Club.‘
• A business meeting will be held
tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock by
the Philathea club of the First
Baptist church with Mrs. G. B. El-
more, of 51a Madison street.
STOMACH ANALYSIS.








For some time the man had seemed
to be asleep. He sat back in one cur-TO 
net of the carriage, his eyes closed, the
lower lip dropped, tais slack lingers
nursing in his lap the pipe that ha
bad relinquished. Upposita to him satANOTHER PIECE OF GROUND his wife, a shrunken woman with tight
Property Sold and -the Indent**.
Were Fi'_ed for Record With
the County Clerk.
Lon Rollings, the young Ballard
county fellow, was taken from the
county jail yesterday and carried
back to Ballard by Deputy U. S.
Marshal Wade Brown. The boy is
to serve his thirty days sentence in
the Ballard jail, he being convicted
of destroying a U. S. mail box.
When Sheriff John Ogilvie takes
the circuit court prisoners away next
week, this will leave Jailer Eaker
with only about fifteen inmates at
the jail, several of whom are parties
serving time on sentence given them
during the federal court which just
closed several days ago.
Deeds Recorded.
Property lying in the county on the
Pool road has been bought by H. H.
Blair of F. M. Fisher for jioo, and the
deed filed with the county clerk yes-
terday for record.
Mfrs. Eliza Herman sold to Jose-
phine Herman for $t and other con-
siderations, property on the North
side of Mladison street.
Sarah Houston transferred to Geo.
T. Yopp for $750, land in the county
on the Paducah and Clark's river
road.
Anthony Straub bought from P. S.
Straub for Soo, property on Camp
creek in the county.
For $300 P. S. Straub sold to An-
thony Straub land out in the county.
SUPPRESSED EXCITEMENT.
Pervades All Classes at Springfield
-Warrants for Lynchers.
Springfield, Mo., April 18-Sup-
pressed excitement pervaded all
classes here on the opening' of this,
the, fourth day of Springfield's race
is%ar. The arrest late yesterday of
tl.e half-dozen men accused of corn-
!plicity in Saturday night's lynch-
ing had the effect of clearing
'thc streets when the members of
the mob, who had openly boasted
of their participation in the affair,
began to realize that the state and
county officers had really combined
in an effort to prosecute all offend-
ers.
The people again became inflamed
with the mob spirit when it became
generally known that another negro
had been killed, this time by . a
white boy in self-defense. This tense
feeling was still apparent when
morning came.
Sheriff Horner early sent out a
aozen. deputies armed with the
twenty or so warrants still un-
st rved, while in the criminal coat'
the selection of a grand jury, called
tegether under instructions to in-
dict the mob leaders, was begun.
last night the militia had' camped
about the jail, nearly a mile from
the Public Square, in the centre of
the city, and today, at both these
points, the soldiers were specially
alert.
Some Word Expected From Dr Sam-
uel Woody of Louisvee.
ome wad- is expected-Tomorrow
or next day from Louisville where
Dr. Samuel E. Woody is analyzing
the stomach of Jemima McChesney
colored, of this city. The expert has
had the stomach for a week now and
he should be making a report, show-
ing the contents of the organ, and
also what caused her death. She is
the negress-of Eighth and Washing-
fort-dFriets who died after- taking
what she thought was quinine, and
which was sold her daughter by the
Iverson & Wkllace drug store of Sev-
enth and Washington streets.
WOMAN .DIED.
Miss Kate Neighbors Died Yester-
day and Will Be Buried Today.
Yesterday morning about 5.
o'clock Miss Kate Neighbors died
at her home in 1207 Clay street,
after an illness .with complicated
alments. She' was about forte-five
years of age and resided here for
the past twenty-three years, com-
ing from Louisville. The remains
will be buried this morning at to
o'clock at Otak Grove cemetery.




United States Commerce in America
Aided by Porto Rico.
Washington,, April 18-A bulletin
issued by the department of com-
merce and labor says that the trade
of the United States with North
American countries, exclusive cif
Canasta, Mexico and Cuba. but in-
cli.sivt of Porto Rico, 'aggregated in
the fiscal year 1905 practically Sioo,-
000poo,  as compared  with $6o.
oco in igoo.
Porto Rico, the bulletin sa.ys, has
an annual commerce of about $35,-
000.000, of which 84 per cent, is with
the United States. The participa-
tion of the United States in this
Lteseie has largely inrress-ed attire-11re
l ea ganization of Porto Rico as a cus-
toms district of this country in
11897 the vette of merchandiseshipped from the United States to
I'orto Rico was less than $2,00o,000;
in 1905 it was over $14,000,000.
Pcrto Rico's shipments to the
United States increased from $3,-
coo,000 in Iwo to almost $i6,000,000
in 1905.
Sugar shipments from Porto Rico
to the United States in 1905, includ-
ing molasses, were valued at .$12,-
176,861.
Not One of ttie Contestants.
An old negro in Atchison was ask-
ed which aide he fought on during
the civil war. The old man replied
by asking: "D'ye evah see two dawgs
fightin' over a bone?" "Year was
the reply. * "Well, (rye evah se the
heine fight?"-Kansas City Star.
Light-weight men always think they
are heavy-weight thinkers.
WILL HAVE TO BE
BOUGHT.
Sanitary Conveniences to be Arrang-
ed at the court House, While
Jail Will be Painted.
Yesterday morning during the
meeting of the fiscal court, it was
decided not to
ing '.o the county out on the Hus-
bands road, as the site for the new
county poor farm on accour of it
being boggy and so low that water,
accumulates on it, therefore, it is un-
healthy. In looking around for an-:
othe site the magistrates selected a
committee to purchase ten acres of
ground in some high, rolling place a
short distance out from the city. Just
as sqo- as the cornmittee finds a
suitable location, they will arrange
for it, and make a report to the coun-
ty judge who will call the fiscal court
into special session to see whether
the ground suits them, and if so,
order the negotiations closed. At
this next gathering there will then he
taken up the question of adopting
the plans and specifications for the
proposed building. The rough sketch
of the drawings was looked over yes-
terday but the justices of the peace
will do nothing towards adopting
them, until there is decided the ques-
tion of where the structure is to be
located.
. Yesterday the court empowered the
county court house committee to
have water closets and other sanitary
conveniences installed in the court
house building, while authority was
given to paint the county jail.
The ground out beyond Mechanics-
burg was bought for a new coutirS,
cemetery, and also for a poor farm,
if needed for the latter, but it is en-
tirely too low, and cannot be used for
that purpose. .
Act, if Official Cornedaint is Made.
Washington, April 18.-Ftiegarding
the question of the martial status of
Maxim Gorky, the Russian author
and socialist, who arrived at the port
of New York last week, it was stat-
ed Monday at the bureau of immigra-
tion that the matter, of course, would
he investigated if complaint was of-
ficially made that Gorky's companion
is other than his legal wife. The of-
ficals here are satis4ed that if of-
ficial action is warranted the immi-
gration commissioner at New
has ample authority to act
Dr. Hicks' office tion Broadway.
'Phone 432. Residence 1627 Broad-
way. Phone 1280.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit Court E. 0.
Thomas, administrator, etc., Plff, 
agt. Equity, vi. Anthony Payn^,
etc., defts.
Ordered that this action be re-
icrria-- to Cecil Reed, master com-
missioner, of this court to take
p!oof of assets and liabilities of the
estate of Jinni Payne,. deceased,
and all persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly verify and file the same,
before said commissioner, on or be-
fore the 5th day of May, lock Or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the administrator,
unadministered; and all persons are
hereby enjoincl and restrained from
collecting their ciairns aryainst said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be published
in The Paducah Daily Register as
required by law:
This April 9th, 1906. 
A cap attest:
J. A. MILLER, clerk.
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
Claim Notice,
McCracken Circuit  __court; Kati
Walbert, etc., Puffs., agt. Equity,
versus Robert E. Walbert, etc.,
Delta.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, mask.-
commissioner of this court, to take
proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of James T. Walbert, de-
ceased, and all persons having
claims against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file
the same, before said commissioner,
on or before the r6th day of gay,
reo6, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of
the administrator or commissioner,
nnadministered, and all persons are
hereby enjoined and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through this suit.
_Qcdered that this ,_order
lished in the Paducith Daily Regia-
i ter as required by law.
I A copy attest:-
J. A. Miller, Clerk,
By W. C. Kidd, 1).
11pa, flat hair, and an anxious eye. As
she watched him and pursued the train
of her thoughts she now and then
shook her head as if with disapproval.
She was naturally garrulous, but was
restraining herself. As a girl she
had been rather pretty than not; none
could have guessed it now.
Suddenly the man sat up and
Opened his eyes; he tapped the bow:
of his pipe against his boot and be-
gan to refill it.
"You've had a nice sleep," said the
w otusu.
The man seemed in DO hurry to an-
use. He was staring blandly at the
flak sliding country as the local train
puffed and waddled on Its slow way to
the sea. It was not until his pips was
lit that he turned to her and told her
that he had not been asleep at all.
"Not been asleep?" she said, U. a
high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well,
If I'd 'known that Why, I've been par-
ticularly careful not to wake you all
this time."
"Thank you," said the man, without
enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin-
ued. meditatively, "when I was first
-sr--taken ill, and you had to get ms
signed up and put away-"
"Now, George, please don't remind
me," said the little woman, with some
appearance of distress.
"If I don't mind being reminded you
needn't," said the man, stolidly. "What
I want to know is when I was taken
1% was I in any *ay violent' Did I
want to dck murder to anybogyr
"No; fortunately we were sparde
that. You didn't even try to break up
the furniture. So far as your doing
any harm was concerned, I might have
kept you at home all the time, only the
d Ttor said it wouldn't do. No; you
jest sat there smiling. You were e
millionaire, so you said. Ready 'me
were to write checks 'for any sum I
might mention. And the things you
vir,re going to buy-well, there was no
Halt to them. You owned three god
mines and I don't know what else. It
was perfectly horrible to listen to
you."
"Was it?" said the man slowly
"Well it's all over now. I'm sitting In
a third smoker, going to the seaside
on a fiver borrowed from my brothert
w'io didn't want to lend it. Whle
that's done I go back to work at two
-quid a week."
"Yes, you know what your position
Is well enough now. You're as sane
as anybody, but think how awful it
eels for me then." Once launched
nron the subject of which she had not
wished to be reminded she seemed
rather to like to dwell upon it; pow&
bly she would have welcomed any
tonic that gave her 'Ishii:al garrulity
a chance. "And that wasn't all I had
to put up with," she continued. 'Why
at On. time you didn't know me-you
called me Dora."
"Did 17" the man asked with eag-
erness.
"You did Indeed-and that not ones
nor 20 times; and all your talk was
Ms bits of a poetry book. My sister
was there at the time; I'm sure I don't
know how I should have got on with-
out her. She couldn't help hearing
what you were saying, and she asked
me if you knew anybody of that name.
Of course I could tell her we did not
and that it was Just your light-head-
ednees. Never before nor since have
I known you to be so complimentary
as you were then. You said things
about my eyes and hair that were quite
beyond the mark, and Carrie sat it
made her shudder to listen to t.iem.
Are you going to sleep a7ain
•George"
The man haat fallen hriek Into his
former position. "No," he said wearily.
"Wouldn't be worth while. We shall
be there in five minuies. What do you
want to keep on about things for?"
"What" said the woman angrily. "I
de like that. Me keep on indeed! I'd
like to know which of us it was that.
started on the subject Perhaps you'll
tell me that."
The man remained with his eyes
closed, silent, his face impassive.
"No; you won't tall me because you
&aren't. You It
was you who begun on it and against
my wishes. I know I told you that I
hated to talk about it_ Notwithstand-
ing which I began to answer your
questions in a civil way and get noth-
ing but abuse for ay trouble. The fact
youree nogratettil to snirmedY
for anything. You're not grateful to
your brother for this money he's lent
us. No; If you were to meet the Very
doctors that cured you you wouldn't
say as much as a thank you."
For the first time the man smiled.
"Ail right," he said, "/ dare say I was
'Chit unreasonable. It's true, too, it I
met those doctors I shoulde't thank
them."
e train slowed into the station.
'remain role and lifted their shabby
luggage down from the rack. "No," he
added, speaking as if to himself. "I
think I should kill them."
"What's that?" the woman staked
sharply.
"Never mind, H re, match hold el
that hasket."-The Tater.
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'Little Sums'
count up fast when you
spend. They count up the
same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you.
OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAYand see how fast your money





Daring April and May we are going to offer. Special Prices on our entire line of Cut Glass andSilverware.
Genuine Rogers Tea Spoons Reg. Price $1.50, this sale 
Genuine Rogers Table Spoons, Reg. Price $3.00, this sale
1847 Roger Bros. Knives and Forks this sale
engraved Tffe. •
An elegant line of wedding presents at special low prices.
Watch and jewelry repairing, first class work-reasonable prices--2tyears experience.
Fatherly Attic*.
Daughter-This riano is really my
very own, isn't it, papa?
" d 
Ps-Yes, 




"Certainly, my ct'ld, but don't tell
anyone. It might civil your chances."




Eyes Tested Free. J. A Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician.
315 Broadway.Guti;ries Old Stand.
beet Music
POPULAR 'SONGS, INSTAdiENTAL HITS.
You do not have wait for your orders. We carry the stock
hand. We have over e,000 pieces of sheet music in stock and over
volumes of folios, exercises and instruction books. Come down
look over our stock. We can certainly supply your wants.




















HE HAS DECIDED NOT TO ASK
FOR A NEW TRIAL.
If He is Good In PrientritirWMAnt
Have to Serve More Than 12
Years and g Months.
..k runt -Will be•
Eddyville penitentiary next week by
Sher'ff John W. Ogilvie, along with
the balance of the prisoners convict-
ed during the present session of cir-
cuit court. This decision was an-
nounced yesterday when Mount's at-
torney, Hon. Hal S Corbett, stated
that they had decided not to ask for
a new trial, or appeal the case to the
higher courts.
Mount got seventeen years in the
penitentiary for killing the jockey,
Willis Nutty, in the gambling room
maintained on the third floor of The
Stag saloon on North Fourth street
over two years ago. At the first tral
Mount got twenty-one years, which
is die limit for manslaughter, while
now at the second hearing two weeks
ago he got the seventeen year term.
For a while his lawyers thought of
asking for a new trial or appealing,
Is they have now decided to abide
by the penalty and let Mlount go to
prison.
The law is that if a convict is good
(luring his confinement, he gets one
Alpswe h of his term revoked, which
means that if mount behaves him-
self, he will serve only twelve yea's
and nine months, his total sentence
being 404 months, with si months off
for good conduct, leaving 153 months
to serve.
Resume Tomorrow.
Judge Reed did not hold any court
yesterday, neither will he do so today
having adjourned 'over until tomor-
row when he will sentence all the
prisoners, receive the final report
from the grand jury and prepare to
wind up everything
The grand jury continues at work
upon a number of cases, and will
make its last return of indictments
tomorrow. Quite a batch has been
drawn up and it is believed that a
number of surprises are in store, if
044 court will permit publication of
au i the bills.
COMPROMISE PROPOSITION.
• Made Dowie oy votive—Arbitration
Before Committee, He Says.
• 1
Chicago, April ifk---General over-
seer Wilbur Glen Voliva and his
followers have thrown down the
gramtlet to John Alexander Dowie.
'1 lirough their attorney, Jacob New-
man, the following terms have been
Laoposecl:
"You are to agree on a committee
of four or eight by which this en-
tire matter is to be settled. Two
members of this committee shall be
appointed by the advocates of the
tpuee of Dowie and two shall repre-
sent Voliva. In case that the com-
mittee shall constitute eight mem-
bers, each side will have the ap
pointment. of four. Should there be
a disagreement in either case, a
fifth or a ninth committeeman shall
be appointed by General Overseer
Voliva. It is further provided that
all property belonging to.j.be Chris-
tian Catholic church shall he trans-
ferred to this board of arbitration,
and that their judgment as vi
whether Voliva or Dowie shall con-
trol the same will be final."
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit Court. F. G
Rudolph, administrator of Ida Ethel
Heseig. deceased, plaintiff, vs. petit-
ion in equity, H. T. Hessig, etc., de-
fendant.
Ordered that this action be  referr-
▪ ed to Cecil Reed, master commission-
er of this court to take proof of as-
Sets and liabilities of the estate of
Ida Ethel Hessig, deceased, and all
persons having claim( against said
estate are required to properly verify
4nd file tame. before aaid commis-
sioner, on or before the 5th day of
Mdy. too& or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of the
adthinistrator, unadminIstered; and
all persons are hereby enjoined and
restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate except
through this suit. Ordered that this
order be published in The Paducah• Daily Register as required by law.
a Given under my hand, as clerk ofea said court, this the 12th day of April,
1906.
J. A. MILLER, Clerk,
By R. B. H'AY, D. C.
OgilANCE Villa
ACTING JUDGE DAVE CROSS
:TINED ONE BARTENDER
AND TWO WOMEN.
Will Hickman Was Held to the
Gransi Jury on Charge of False, 
ly Obtaining Money.
Yesterday morning in the police
court there were dismissed the war-
ran' ; ic-p?-ictor \V;1 C73:'
and ' isarteneter John Lanham of
Gray's Buffet on South Fourth St.,
with permitting two lewd characters
Violet Lee and Fannie Wilson, visit
that saloon, in violation of the ordi-
nances covering the point. Thes dis-
missals wer made at request of the
city attorney, while the similar war-
rant against Ben Allen was dismissed
but his bartender, Sherman Mills,
fined $to and costs. The same fine
was assessed against the two women,
$io each. By fining these people
Acting Judge Dave Cross of this
court, sustains the ordinance and de-
clares it is valid. This is the first
test made under the law, and it
stands.
Rude Whitlow, Bob Barker, Sam
Bell, Charles Bryant, William and
Charles Rowe, Martin Patterson and
Sam Wilson were all arranged on the-
charge of gambling, and fines of $20
and costs assessed against each. The
fine of Martin Patterson was • then
suspended.
Arnetta Jackson was fined $10 and
csstts for fighting *lora Guthrie.while
the latter was dismissed. They arc
. colored.
Will Hickman, the young fellow
from Owensboro, was again held t(
the circuit court grand jury in $3oo
bond, on the charge of stealing a cis-
4°1 from Mr. Edmonson and selling
it to Carl Wells, the pressing dub
man. The accused is the son koi
Owensboro's former mayor.
The ma‘icious cutting charge
against Georgia Jackson %%as contin-
ued until tomorrow. 
mcuthful of revenge today from theEd Vassuer was given a continu-
ance until today of the warrant charg- 
bristling maned necks of the Detroit
ing him with whipping Marni; Dolen. Tigers. It was a chunk of . ven-Walter Houston was fined $5 and gcanee for which the White Soy had
costs for being drunk and disorderly been longing ever since last fall
while Aaron. Rogers was assesseeflthe when Armour's furious felines
same for being drunk and disorderly. clawed the American League
WEDS Sao,000,000 HEIRESS
Former Yale Athlete to Marry De-
voted Friend of First Wife.
Provklence. R. 1., April i.—Soci-
ety is looking forward with interest
to the wedding here on Wednesday
of Miss Virginia Gammen, only •
Cross, a former Yale athlete
Miss Rummell is heiress to $2o,00o.- 
Has Scored Another 'Mark 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robrert
Ives Gammen, to Harry Parsons
coo ind is the richest young woman
in New England. She has been a
belle in the exclusive sets of this city
Newport and Boston for seven yers. Alongside his pure clebrated NW-She will become a wife-on her twenty
The first Wis. Cross left a fortun.. low Spring Whisky he has added the
fifth birthday.
of $25o,000, but it all went to her
children: Mr. Cross, who gave a din- long needed and unobtainable purener to a few men friends tonight, is
Apple Brandy made from sweet mellow
handsome and more than six feet in
height. Miss Gammell and the first
pen-
nant from Comiskey when the
coveted rag seemed literally in the
grasp of the Old Roman.
Today's Tiger-hunt ended with
the hunters in the lead, 5 to 3. The
contest was a rattling good one,
taking into consideration the early
date and the huge and noisy crowd
before which the \ teams played'
Fully 12,o00 people were on the
ground.
The Yanger-Nee Bout.
Terre Haute, Ind., April 17.--
Referee Saler gave Benny Yanger
the decision over Paddy Nee to-
night after ten rounds of fierce mill-
ing. Paddy Nee showed his ability
to take hard punishMent, and at
times when he seemed .to be about
all in, he bored in for more of it.
In the beginning of the fight Nee
swung hard for the head and landed
frequently. Later Yanger ducked
and Nee got wilder.
When Nee came up for the last
round he told Yanger he ' never
would put him out, but only by
hanging on part of the round was
he saved from that fate. Yanger
begun in the first round with upper-
cuts, and in the first round went On
he 'crouched lower to reach the
wird. With left to the head. he
tullowii quick with the right for the
body. The first three rounds were
1:ct work, and it was an even thing
whtn they came together with a
tm:11 f, r the fourth.
POWERS CASE.
Granted a Stay - of Mandate For
Thirty Days.
Washington, April 113.—The su-
preme court has granted a stay of
mandate for thirty days in the case
of Caleb Powers while' his attorneys
prepare a petition for rehearing on
the question of whether the federal
court can take his case out of the
state court and try it. This is a
victory for Powers' attorneys, as a
r,ssists them in their play for delay.
Some men drink in order to forget,
but few men forget to drink.
Mrs. Cross, who was Lorania King,
were devoted friends and second apples and distilled at a still in thecousins.
American Blue Jacket's Skill. beautiful mountains of Tennessee, where
made by Lieut Brady s gun crew on the willows grow tall and green and the
Washington, April -1.7---The record
the Pennsylvania in hitting the target
at a distance of t,aoo yard• seventeen beautiful chrystal water runs from thetimes in a minute and a half while'
the big ship was moving at a to-knot
gait was naturally a .source of gratifi- grove of Willow Spring, direct to thecation to naval men here. Fine as
was this performance it is said that still of Messrs Hennessee & -there are many others fit to be writ-1 Co.,•11
ten down with it. But for prudential'
reasons the navy department has ad Minniville, Tenn., distillers.opted the policy of keeping these rec-
ords %secret, as far as possible, so it'
is no l deemed advisable to let the Remember this apple brandy is the first that has ever reached 
Wan- know how this Pennsylvania ucah direct from the still to be retailed by the drink. Remember thatrecord with a 6-inch gun compares
with the shooting on other ships. the rectified and compounded apple brandy is more poisonous thanOn one point the officers of ex-
perience here are agreed, and that is the vilest whisky that is compounded and rectified. Pure apple brandy is
that this shooting of the American
higher in price than the average run of pure whiskies and is scarBlue Jacks is due in great part to the
men Themselves. than whisky.. Remember apple brandy would be recommended by all




COULDN'T TRAIN A WRECK
St. Louis Won From Chicago Na-
delta_ League Team 6-3.
Gloom thick as a London fog
swung heavily over the West Side
baseball park yesterday afternoon
when the Cubs dragged their weary
legs off the field after being de-
feated 6 to 3 by the .cleeptsed, St.
I.-•• • in a ga Ine that wa:,
slower and more irritating than a
North Clark street cable car.
It took two hours and a half for
nine innings to crowd themselves
into the past. If this is what parties
call tempus fugit, I say leave tempos
get an automobile.
Any one who saw the Chicago
players work at Cincinati would not
have recognized them. Thy must
have had glue on their feet. They
never could get going.
Whether it was the new white
uniforms or the home crowd I shall
not attempt to explain. Any way,
they played like the also ran aggre•
gation in a busted league. Only
once did they they take a brace,
and that was -due to the weakening
of St. Louis' pitcher.
Coaching and urging were of no
avail, and as Jack McCorreick might
well have said: ' Oh, it :asi‘r to
try to wreck a train than to try to
(rain a wreck."
Getting Ready.
The Paducah sportihg fraternity
are enthusiastic ove1- the coming
practice game with the Evansville
team and if the good weather con-
Clines the Indians' will get some
limbering up and be able to put up a
stiff game.
Whitt Sox Win From Detroit.
Detroit. Mich., April 17.—The
Chicago White SOX bit a large
they could get the pure brandy also; there would be more of it drank
If it were not for the rectified compounded stuff they have to drink.
Remember that the name of my Brandy is DON GiLBERTO'S
"THREE STAR" Apple Brandy. My brandy is bottled and sealed
under my personal supervision and none genuine unless my name in big
red letters on the inside of the lable next to the bottle which reads
Don Gilberto's pure apple brandy year old moo proof. The bottle will
contain 32 os of the pure Three Stars apple brandy.
Bear in mind that this package will be subject at any time and
anywhere that the U. S. Revenue officials see fit to inspect it, (He 'has
a right to do so.)
Provided the seal has not been tampered with. Also I tender the
officers of the pure food law the same privilege as I do U. S. revenue
prayed with them and bade them a in hearts with money, but no court officer, as I am personally responsible for its purity, etrength and
.last adieu. TheAribe is greatly extever snowed. a verdict _for the: mom_ quantity. To be had only at "The White Deer" which is a symbol
cited. ach that had been trifled with, strength, oi ength purity and innocence. xi 6 S. Fourth St., Paducahu, Ky.
Geronimo's Sickness excites Tribe.
Lawton, Ok.. April tia----Gerinimo
tha•Apache chief, is critically ill: To-
day, believing himself to be near
iltath, he called his paople together,
Advice to Love Lorn.
(Detroit F,ree Press.)
If you must fall in love pick out
a soft prase to land. You can some-
times fall down stairs without in-
jury, but the chances are against you.
The girl who fall's in love should he
sure ifif her ground.. Never fall in
love until you have finished the pre-
scribed course in the grammar school.
If possible it is better to wait until
von have gone through high school.
When you Itarn that you are in love
hurry into the kitchen and learn to
cook. No matttr how deeply a man
may love he Has no yearning to he
used as an experiment station. A
-broken heart may be mended, but a
shattered digestion is beyond hope.
Besides, the courts have healed biok-
+•,3$46 ;-W  ifikAkandMW-I93-MigiA-Mith-iV0
I., COULSON,P
Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5.. Broadwa)
INSURE WITH----011-
L. L. BEBOUT
N I.General Insurance Agency
Office:.306 Broadway Phortes:Oifice 385—Residence 1696
if
Subscribe For The Registel;•
Bicycles.......Bicycles
1906:Models Ready for Inspection.
-4 MI
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monarch"
and "Imperial"
Wheels are stilt in the lead.- Bef ore buying it will pay you to seethese fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the con-viction that /they te the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital can
produce.
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
etc., at right pr;ces.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast.*
THE OLD RELIABLE.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and 128 North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.









PADUCAH REA-s., !STA no. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM. fAS
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
larrrucicy REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR kr.
coci- q W. WRIIITTEMOK s.. ets.dy•-okt; aft
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.















At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year  $5.00
Six Months ....,  2.50
Three Months-  1.25
One Week   .10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Thursday Morning, April rg, 19°6.
The California Disaster.
It is too early to form any correct
wail/nate of the destruction wrought
by the .earthquake in California says
the'ltatatter and the Shocks May be
rePeated,lbut from the repot-61 it ap-
pears thafalready there has been one
of the mostsextensive and.disastsous
Seismic disturbances ever ' oectritingl
in the United Statel. The distance
Irons San Francisco to Los Angeles
is over 3o0 miles, and severe shocks:
are reported from both cities. Sac-
' riiinente'allo has suffered and that
city js. a hundred or tisore miles in the
interior, northeast of San Francisco.
The damage wrought in San Fran-
cisco is extensive and frightful. It is
evidently much greater than was that
of the .Charleston disaster of some
twenty years ago 'because San Fran-
cisco is so much the larger, a more
populous and more wealthy city. The
census of 19oo gave San Francisco a
population of 342,782. It has doubt-
less grown considerably in 'the past
five years. The adjacent city of Oak-
land had a population of 66,96o. In
the two cities there are now prob-
ably a half million people and San
Francisco has a number of very hand-
some buildings that have probably
suffered injury or destruction.
The dispatches report that fire and
the bursting of water mains have ad-
ded to the horrors of the disaster.
a state of terror, it seems, prevails
among the populace and under such
condit'ons the first report sent out
would doubtless be exaggerated and
there may yet be hope that the de-
s4ruction wrought is not so great as
has been indicated. It seems certain,
however. that the worst earthquake
disaster the country has ever known
has tak.:n place and 'that there will
be heavy loss of property and much
suffering in consequence.
The Pacific coast region has fre-
quently before been visited by earth-
quakes but none of such violence is
reported to have previously occurred
In the mountains of that region there
are a number of extinct volcanoes.
This disturbance following so
closely after a great eruption of
Mount Vesuvius will furnish matter
for scientific speculation and conjec-
ate as to the possible relation be-
ten a ich phenomena in distant
parts of the globe.
But what the country %s ill be called
immediaterk to . consider is the
needed by the sufferers. It is a




Caiiioriiia, but ail.shat can be done to
help the stricken people of that pros-
perous and beautiful land, brought so
suddenly to need thc assistance of
the otstside wcrIdt should be hurried
to its destinatiens
BAR ASSOCIATION IS GOING
AFTER AMBULANCE CHASERS
AT LOUISVILLE I NVESTIIGA TING COMMITTEE REPORTS
THAT IkrTORNEYS HAVE BEEN NEGLIGENT IN GIVING
TANGIBLE EVIDENCE OF THE PRACTICE—STUNNING RE-
BUKE FOR THOSE WHO EM PLOY RUNNERS.
The Louisville Bar Association
held a meeting yesterday says the
Herald at which the topic of discus-
sion was "ambulance chasing" by
certain members of the professions
whose forte is personal injury prac-
tice, and the upshot_ of the session
was the denunciation by the Bar As-
sociation in stfong terms of such
breach of professional ethics, and a
call upon the members to turn into
the hands of the committee all in-
formation that they could master,
which might lead to the investigation
of this practice and the prosecution
of the offenders.
The committee had complained
that while the practice appeared to be
a matter of common knowledge, and
while the other members of the bar
utterly condemned it, so far no law-,
yet had been found who would give
the committee actual or tangible facts
upon which they could base prosecu-
tions. The report is as follows:
The Comasitteees Report.
"Your Investigating committee re-
ports to this association that during
this year it has held eight meetings
for the purpose of investigating, as
far as it could, certain acts of attor-
neys who were thought to have been
guilty of criminal or unprofessional
conduct, but the information which
tbis committee was able to obtain
was not sufficient in any case to war-
rant any charges of ,specific' wrong-
doing.
"This comittee, however, feels call-
ed upon to bring sharply to the at-
tention of the bar association certain
existing evils which are known to
every lawyer in active practice, and
which are ... areproach and shame to
our community. The first principles
of professional decency demand that
no lawyer shall solicit suits or em-
ployment.
"The code of ethics of this associa-
tion and the laws against charnperty
alike forbid such solicitation; yet this
offense has with us grown so com-
mon and the offenders have grown so
bold in their -misdirected industry
that a halt must be called unless this
Paid Runners Kept.
"Certain lawyers, we have reason
to believe have attached to their of-
fice agents or runners whose sole oc-
cupation is that of keeping track of
accidentS as they occtfr and soliciting
damage suits for their principals.
These practices are apparent to the
most casual observers; there is no
attempt at secrecy in many instances,
and these offenders are so indifferent
to public opinion that their solicitors
or runners are often seen in, court
sitting at the counsel's table aiding
their principals in the selection of
jurors and in the actual trial of cases
and prompting them in the exeamina-
tion of witnesses.
"Muchmore might said, but it is
inconceivable that cases thus procur-
ed can he fairly and honestly present-
ed to their judge o jury.
"These conditions being apparent to
every one this committee, through its
several members, visited a number of
lawyers and firms, who are actively
retained in the defense of damage
suits brought for alleged personal in-
juries, and we requested them-to re-
port any evidence of solltitation
suits or other misconduct that might
come to their notice. Every lawyer
whom we interviewed admitted the
existence of this offense and con-
demned it, and although they all
agreed with the committee that the
offenders should be made known we
regret 'o say that we have received
no co-operation whatever, and so far
no single tangible act of such solici-
tation has been reported to us for in-
vestigation
"If these abuses are to be suppress-
ed this committee alone can do noth-
ing—a proper spirit of reform must
be engendered, and the reputable
members of this association and of
our bar must lend their active help
These offenses exist—they are oi
daily occurrence—the members of
this association know the offenders
and can make known the facts to this
committee. Without your help this
committee is useless, ahd if this help
the
bodily injury or death occurs but that bar association unless its adoption
one or more lawyers of their runners means that every member voting in
are uponthe scene or at the home or the affirmative will array himself for
the bedside of the victim, seeking a active service against those lawyers
contract of employment to institute who are bringing.our profession into
Suit. *f ill-repute.
association is willing to share tke and co-operation is not given, your
blame which must result if the spirit investigating committee, if ,not the
of indifference which has heretofore bar association itself, should be abol-
existed is allowed to continue. ished.
"It is a matter of common report ?We submit this as our report, but
that hardly any accident resulted in we ask that -it be not adopted
Et Tu Brute!
Dowie's own paper has been used
against him but the last issue of
"Leaves of Healing" has been sup-
pressed as unfit and improper to be
circulated through the United States
mail. That newest fraud, Voliva, is
an energetic cuss but does not seem
PENALTY ON
CITY LICENSE
to possess very much judgment. Ile COLONEL DORIAN HAD AL-
took Dowie's name off• the paper but
added no new individual or firm
name to give responsibility and DELINQUENTS.
simply issued a sheet slandering old
eff owie (if that were possible) under
the paper's name "Leaves of Heal-
ing.' He Says It Is Impossible to Put on
Extra Coat Before License Price
Thetiakignifieance of man is nevt r
so fully pressed upon him as kit is
when alisasters iike the earthquake at
San 'F.ratteisco occur. He struts




but when he feels the very
earth rack and quake and buildines
crack and fall, he is very. apt to Ir.!
impressed with his utter helplessness
and of the great power of the Cle-
ments of earth. but ;hove all, of the
greatness of the Creator.
•
• J Chicago has long been known as a
paradise for divorces.' but since the
decision of the United Stites su-
preme court on the divorce question
making' iid decrees where actual ser-
Nice of notice.of action was dispensed
'with, the Windy City has become a
place of weeping and wailing of thOse
afeloe. in .good faith have re-fiarried
but now find themselves and children
:without legal status. A remedy for
the 'divorce evil is a national law.
With the echoes still ringing over
the country of his "muck rake"
speech, the president jumps into the
limelight with a denunciation of the
beef packers trial and cnlling upon.
congress to apply a remedy.
Henry
WITH THE SICK.
be several weeks before she can be
moved back to her home from the in-
stitution.
Mayor Yeiser remains confined at penalty. •
his 'home on North Fourth, but is Mr. Dorian did not put the pen-
daily getting better. He will not yea_ :Iv on last February, he taking the
lure out until the last of the week, position that it would work on some
the congestive chill being a severe 'an injustice that should not be im-
posed. For instance, .during Janu-
ary there must be adopted, the
measure, stipulating just how much
license shall be paid by every kind
of business or profession. After
adoption of the ordinance, there are
The C. store car was here yes always many changes, some people
terday delivering material and stores Prolest.ng on the ground their Ii-
(or the different shop departments. census are too high and unjust, and
.The car goes over the system monthly i get it changed. It takes a measure
issuing needed storh to depa•rtments• to make the alteration, two pass-
one,
Alderman Oscar Starks is confined
at his home on Fourth and Washing-
ton', as result of a slight operation.
READY PUT IT ON THE
,
Is Even Decided Upon.
Dor Ian
is mat evervDodir doing,
I City Treasurer John J.ai-sterday announced that the coun-
cil last Monday evening in orderim;
him to, put the penalty on dclin-
Rhodes Getting Better at the (:t1--s it city license payers, was a
littic behineVt times, as he had
!alreadHospital—Others Ailing. 
d 
y put on the penalty that was
Henry, the, son of Mr. , H. 
C.1 being collected, with the city legis-
lators issued the ureter that seemsN% aS resting better this morn- 
11
elated.Mg at Riverside hospital, where part ..
of his skull was taken up. account the The law
injury  inflicted when die _Wtchell b '
boy knocked him in the head with a the city treasury during the mon0rock. 
lot' January, their license money, en-* Mrs.- Thomas A. Baker continues' titling them to conduct. their avoca -resting well in her private ward at
"
:f h&c ne If t license is ncifRiverside hospital where her foot was, 
• by February 1st., the , ordinancesamputated- account necrosis. It will
'prescribe that all people paying
thereafter, shall in addition to the
regular license, pay a - ten per cent.
Store Car Here.
ages to it being necessary by ecli
legislative board. In this manuer
it takes until the last of February,
a.nd sometime into March to change
the licenses that prove extorionate.
Mr. Dorian does not-  think it would
be right tS put on i'fie penalty Feb-
ruary 1st., as by that date it is not
decided just what the license . of
certain businesses will be, there-
fore the people cannot pay the sum
due from them, hence it would-not
be legal to collect the penalty .then.
From now on, though, everybody
who has not paid their license, will
have to "come across" with the ten
per cent additional, as all license




CONDUCTOR BLANEY HAS ONE
OF FINEST ANIMALS
EVER HERE.
Conductor Charles Blaney of the
Illinois Central run between here and
Centralia, Ill., has bought one of the
finest horses in ,this section of the
country, giving $soo for the animal,
and bringing her here from Lexing-
ton, Ky., the center of the blue blood-
ed horse market. The spirited ani-
mal has a pedigree about ten foot
long, and Conductor Blaney is think-
ing of putting her in charge of the
well known race horse men, Messrs.
Dan Sullivan and "Goal" yant, to
be trained for the tra
s
Repairing ironing.
The pile driving crew fur the Illi-
nois Central of this city, yesterday
went over to Broolsport with their
outfit, and are now engaged re-build-
ing the many broken piling that were
ruined at the incline there, by heavy
tie barges and other craft swinging
back and forth against them. It will
take several days to get all the bad
piling displaced with gool, substan-
tial ones. The transfer boat is land-
ing against the cradle over there, tl,e
river having fallen sufficiently to




ABOUT HALF ORA:THEM, HAVE
BEEN TURNED IN TO—
OFICE.
The Commencement Exercises for
the City Schools Will Occur
June 7th and 8th.
Stipei oat Pith lit Samtivl Uillingtua
of the county public schools, has re,
ceived reports from' about half she
county districts, showing the school
enumeration. It will be a weak cd
two yet before he hears from all of
them. Sonic already turned in show
an increase over last year, Awhile
others evidence a falling off.
Lail election many .trustees for thi
county districts were not' Chosen by
the people at the polls, therefore the
superintendent is flow appointing
trustee's to fill the places until the
next election when all will be desig-
nated by the people.
Has Not Re$11113414. r:iii; w
Miss Mary Owen Mutrar ribesizeit-
covered from her several weeks at-
tack of illness, but will not resume
her teaching in the schools for sev-
eral days, until she is fully recupe-
rated.
Dates for Commencement.
Superintendent Lieb and Proressor
Z. E. G. Payne of the city schools,
have set June 7th and 8th as the time
for holding this year's commence-
ment exercises by thr graduating
class. The white schools will give
theirs the night of the 7th at Nhe
Irsallerry asa the colored people Ore
evening rollowing.
City Enumeration.
Mr, R. H. McConle, city schoid
census enumerator for the First and
Second wards. has fittiehed the lat-
Paducah's It
Annuall Carnfivail
Week, Beginning April 30.
Cosmopolitan Shows, Wild West
and,Irrogote Village
Excursion Rates on all Transportation Lines.
ter, aryleti ds this year the enumera
tion sli an increase of about 70
-ct
over at/ 4i a'ear. He is now working
in the First ward and cannot tell un-
til he completes same, just what the
result will be there. He _took_that
ward last year and says he notices
more empty houses this time than he
did last, therefore would not be great-
ly surprised if a falling off occurred.
Drunkenness Charged.
Richard T. Wolheetson was arrest-
e yesterday by Officer Terrell on
t e charge of being drunk,' 'i'te -I *
George Hall was arrested by Officer- lip
Cross and Hessian on a similar -















Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
.11 '"--tr '
+ The First American Life In- :x 4:
t surance Co. The Company that t
III t HAS EARNED MORE
'I u ± for Policy-holders
.1 HAS PAID MORE *4:
+ to Policy-holders -.tx 4.
AND HOLDS MORE
„.
t for Policy-holders -.





All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Slone 
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
/..ET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.









C. MANNING SEARS, M. O.







BE WISE AND iiLlT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOVE
ENT -0WES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATEr_±wz CARRY £













Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE







SAN FRANCISCO IS NOW IN RUINS POLICE BE
AND SHIFTED AGAIN(Continued From First Page.)
age was done, but this was the
most severe shock that has ever
been felt in Southern Colifornia.
SECTIONS OF CITY
THAT SUFFERED MOST.
San Francisco, April #1.—In the
• confusion which reigns everywhere
here, it is almost impossible to learn
details of the disaster caused y the
earthquake this morning, In general
it may .be said that the district ly-
ing between Market and Howard
.Streets, from the bay as far West as
the 64, hall, has been badly wreck-
ed. The hotels p2 the vi
Third and Maiket ltrketilie
ly shake!' up, but there see
have been tice-loos of life there:
Call and Examiner buildings, as w
iis the Western, Llitim
Leen badly wrecked: The large de-
partment stores in the neighborhood
were also ruined, but the earth-
quake occurred at an hour when
they were empty, end no loss of II&
!ie reported in that quarter. .
Farther east on Market Street
46ard the ferry stfis 4s a section ok
.oupied by cheap 'Dodging houses mei'
hotels, and here the WO of life
eported to be yery great, thoustit
the extent °eV eniiicilriot be ascer;;
tained at this hour. Fires are- bura-
ing in a mamba* of litres alot*1
Market Street -ád the water mai"
baying burst, the authorities half
resorted to dynamite to. ceighoOte
pr'ogr6s of the Games. The rest'.
&nee sectiosSif ey c "bad-







4 hearing the news of the San Fran-
eisco earthquake, Assietant Secre-
tary of War Oliver, in the absence
of Secretary Taft, who ic at the
Capitol, telegraphed Maj.-Gen.
Greeley, commanding the Pacific
division, with headquarters at Sao
Francisco, instructing him to co-
operate with the local authorities
and use all resources at his com-
mand to assist in alleviating the sit-
uation there.
FORMER EXTINCT VOLCANO
. SHOWS SIGNS OF LIFE.
Madrid, April IK—A telegram
6 0, • from the Canariep .states that s
mountain peak on Las Palmas is
, emitting a high column of smoke of
sulphuric ordor.
GAS WORKS BLOW UP
START ANOTHER BIGBLAZE
—SPORADIC BLAZES IN ALL
DIRECTION.
But Little Water and Cannot
Told When Conflagration
-Stop—May Be Greatest of Mod-
ern History.
San Francisco, Cal., April i8.—At
to:te a. m., coast time, the fire ex-
tends from Ferry to Front Streets
on one side and pretty much all
south of Market Street, and out to
about Seventh Street, with sporadic
fires in the park section and the
western div‘sion.
There is no way of estimating the
number of dead. It may be hun-
dreds, it may be thousands.
There )s, hardly any water and it
is impossIble to say when the fire
will stop. People are moving out of'
the Palace Hotel.
. 'ripe Postal telegraph operators
who are at their posts are taking
their lives in their hands, as the
building is collapsing and the fire is
within half a block. The Call and.
EsousSies buildings are liable to
go at any moment.
The Postal company will open a
temporary office at Oakland as soon
as a boat can be procured to carry
the operators across the bay.
Can't Reach Boat.
The fire, however, is so fierce be-
tween Market Stret and the ferry
as to make it impossible to reach
the boat at present.
Fire Chief Sullivan and his wife
have been very badly injured.
The Grand Opera-house is born-
ing• fiercely. A ten-story building at
Third and Mission streets adjoining
the Grand opera-house Is apparently
doomed, as are other big buildings
Immense Area Covered by Earth-
quake Shock.
Chicago, April til.—The Union
Pacific Railway company reported
th7s morning that all of their wires
bad gone down west of . Ogden.
The area covered by the alsethiguake
seems to have been several hundred
miles.
The Union Pacific wires are now
working to Reno,. but have been de-







Mr. Rodney C. Davis Goes to Jack-
son, Tenn., Today to See the
Cosmopolitan Shows.
This morakirig at to o'clock the
Daughters of the 'Confederacy meet.
with Mrs. Dr.' Thompson of Jeffer-
son between Fifth and Sixth streets,
for purpose of taking up the prop-
osition submitted the ladies by the
spring carnival promoters. wherein
the ladies can have entire charge
and control, if they des;tre, of the
Country Store tri be -maintained f
the festival' grounds at Twelfth and
Trimble streets during the week of
entertainment. The ladies will dur-
ing their today's meeting decid-
s% nether they will accept the' proffer.
gr not. The proposition is to let
company with auermented features,
of which will show here, before
going to Mattoon, Ill.. to open for
the Central Illinois circuit to be
covered by the aggregaticice,
The local promoters haves "elected
Messrs. Harry Johnson, Roc*); C.
Davis, L. A. Lagomatino-- ani
Charles Weille. as a speciallA, Com-
mittee, to,or ocure the crisIgS: who
are to be Sultrried at tliernival
grounds TuesdaY, May "fee, which
in the second day of tIlle festival.
The committee is chd;en with the
understanding that if they tail ict get
the necessary pair, one di the com-
mitteemen is • be sacrificed. ad be
compelled to marry some young
lady on the grounds.
Detailed arrangements for the
week of fun are going forward
rapidly, and everything will be in
completed shape by time the festival
opens.
Otte week from tomorrow Con-
tractor George Ingram will com-
mence building the handsome arched
entrance to the grounds, he having
to wait until then, as next Thursday
the Cole Bros: circus shows on
those commons, and work on the
(anneal entrance cannot be started
until the circus gets out of the way.
a
store which has always proven one
of the best paying features of the
carnivals.
Rodney C. Davis, secretary of
the carnival association here this
 morning goes' tb 'Jackson, Tenn., to
look over the attractions being
shown there by the Cosmopolitan
- Carnival. Mr. Davis will come back
tomorrow, and have, in his posses-
sion a complete report,--outlining the
character of shoves performing.
Manager Snyder of the Cosmopoli-
tan people, is organizing a No. 2
"RAGTIME" EXPIRES.
id t_Ct Rest With  As_.M_uch Cert.-
mony As Average Person.
The little rat-terrier owned by
James Ilulger, died Tuesday Atilt
and was buried with as much cere,
 monies as thc_average
The young men of the South Side
who were deeply devoted to the
little canine constructed a small
ceffin with a nice gins: Irons, in
which the dog 'was laid to rest.
Pay Car Gone.
The I. C .pay car went south yes-
ts-rday.











Chief James 'Collins yesterday said
that he has learned the order of the
police commissioners is mandatory
apon him, and that he will have to
make t he cut of the nice force on
the Broadway and Union depot
beats, therefore he yin today again
shift tI3,e crew.
I The commissioners in decreasing
the force, did so one week from last
, Monday night while the chief was in
'Hot Springs, Ark., attending the an-,
nual convention of the Police Chiefs
National association, therefore Mr.
Collins did not exactly know what
l enders were, and went ahead, leav-
ing the same number of police on
the depot beat, and the same num-
ber, four, on the Broadway district,'
but making the cut on the Court
street, and South Third street dis-
trict,
Now the. chief has looked up the
commissiZners orders and finds he
must abide by them, and make the
cuts on the 'Broadway, and Union
depot territoripe, therefore today he
will decrease these two districts and
place back four men on the Third
street and West Court street terri-
tories. His re-arrangement will
leave only three men on Broadway,
and a like number on the depot
section.
The chief is of the opinion that
Broadway and' the depot should not
be cut but the commissioners orders
compel him to do this.
Speaks to Children
MISS ALINE BAGBY ADDRESS-
ES THEM TOMORROW
AFTERNOON.
The Magazine Club Meetp This Af-
ternoon With Miss 'Martha
Davis—Miss Newvrell
Will Lecture.
Miss Aline Bagby will tomorrow af-
ternoon from 4:15 to 5:15 o'clock, ad-
dress the little ones of the city dur-
ing "Children's Hour" at the Carnegie
Library. She uses "Children Charac-
ters From Dicken's Works" as her
subject for the talk that was to have
been given last Friday, but was post-
poned because the torrents of rain
falling then necessitating a postpone-
ment of the gathering by the small
folks.
The Magazine Club.
The Magazine club meets this after-
noon with Miss Martha Davis of
Kentucky avenue near Sixth. Open-
ing quotations will be from Lyman
Abbott, while reports will be made
from Hubbard's Pourneys, Literary
Digest, McClure's, Atlantic Monthly,
Harper's, North • American Review
and -The Outlook.
Leanly on Music.
Miss Virginia Newell, the talented
musician, will next week deliver a lec-
ture on music to thebigh school pu
pils.
Riley & Cook's Great Offer.
We will for a short time make you
one dosen Platinum pictures mount-
ed in mike folder, for $5. This is the
hest offer ever made by any studio in
this city. All other photos at re.-
duced prices. Call at our studio and




The Island Queen Excursion.
The Etta !WI rife th& annual ex-
cursion on the incomparable excur-
sion steamer Island Queen, Thursday
April loth at 3 p. m. and 8 p. m. Good
music and dancing. Positively no im-
proper characters will be allowed on
board the steamer. Tickets, adults
50C. children 25c.




HON. E. H. PURYEAR EX-
PECTS TO COMMENCE TO-
MORROW.
All the City Laws Will Have to Be
Sorted Out and Gotten, Into
Condensed Form.
This -evening at the meeting of
the .aldermen, there. .will be con-.
firmed the employment made by the
jud'ciary committee, of Hon. Ed-
ward II: Puryear, to have charge of
revising the city ordinances and
having them published in bookform.
The committee secured the services
of this able attorney for $750, and
yesterday Mr. Puryear said that he
would tomorrow commence hist
tedious task that will take severall
months to complete.
' First he has to go over the pres-e
&it -Ordinance book? 'take out all
those measures that wete lasts at,
one. time, torit.1 have bsen repealed
and are now "dead letters." Th:s
will leave only the existing laws.
lic„sedll 'then .take those zneasures•
where two or more bear upon the
same ..subject, and have the city leg-
islators re-enact all, so as to get
them into one bill and thereby
effects condensation as far as possi-
ble. The next thing will then be to
immecliately pass the large number
of new ordinances in contemplation,
and get tbem effective.
After sorting out and revising
everything, the lassiyer will get the
documents in Shape for printers
to bid, and say what /they will be
charged to publish the ordinances
into boot:form, so that any bill can
be turned to in the single, volume,
without there having to te gone
over all measures in the public
.offices, when one certain measure is
being looked for.
It will take about three or four
months to complete the work entire-
ly, and the probable cost is about
$1,300.
NOTICE.
Copy for our next directory will go
to press Monday April zeith. Notices
of changes or additions must be re-
ceived before this date.
This directory will contain the
names and addresses of more than
3,000 subscribers. You are commer-
cially lost if your name is not listed.
Calf 300, contract department.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
Like other commodities, telephone
service should be paid according to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,800
subscribers or five tones as many as
the Independent Co., outside the city
and witnin the county we have 63
times as many subscribers is the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home. Call
300 for further inrormation.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
OF A SENSATIONAL NATURE
TO COWRESS BY
PRESIDENT,.
Declares Beef 'Packers' Recant Trial
at Chicago a Miscarriage
of Justice.
Washington, April i8.—In a special
message delivered to the congress to-
-day, President Roosevelt declares
that the result of the recent tril of
the "Beef Packers" in Chicago was a
"nmiscarriage of justice" and that the
interpretation placed by Judge Hum-
phrey on the will o fcongress "is such
as to make that will absolutely abor-
tire."
The message, which is most sen-
sational in character, is based largely
on a letter to the president from At-
torney-General Moody in which the
attorney-general reviews the proceed-
ings of the case of the government,
against the beef packers.
The president says it is clear the
no criticism attaches to ConstnishiOn
er Garfield, as 'what he did was ire
pursuance of a duty imposed on him
by congress. He reefers sharply, how-
ever, to the decision of Judge Henn-
phrey, saying that congress could not
have foreseen such a decision and that
he can hardly believe that the ruling
of Judge Humphrey will be followed
by other judges. He declares that
such interpretation of the laws as
that placed on it by Judge Humphrey
"comes measurably near making law
a farce" and he recomm'e'nds that
congress pass a declaratory act stat-
ing its real intention. The president
also requests congress to confer on
the government by statute, the same
right of appeal, in criminal cases,
which the defendant now enjoys,
where the merits of the case have not
been determined.
' Fine photos at unheard of prices.
Riley Et Cook.
Struck Woman.
Will Cannon, colored, was arrested
yesterday on the charge of strking
Katie Campbell. negress, down about
Sventh and Trimble streets.
BROOKPORT
ELEGTION
MR ELISHA BAUGH WAS
ELECTED MAYOR OF
THAT CITY.
The Successful Candidates Favor the
City Asserting its River
Front Rights.
Yesterday morning the• , returns
front Brookport's electioo,of Tues-
day, were received here, and the vic-
tories are quite a feather in the cap
of Editor and eOwiier Richard Mc-
Gregor of the Brookport Eagle, who
supported the winning candidates and
their progressive issues.
ElishaJilaugh was elected may-
or over P allace, by a majority
of sevep The councilmen
chosen seretalz, 'G. Blackwell, An-
drew Higdon, D. C. Lynn.
This election makes a majority of
the councilmen, including the mayor,
in--f-asron of that element which be-
lieves ite,selecting a marshal of the
city, which has been a considerable
Iisue, instead of letting the mayor ap-
point the city marshal. All the can-
didates had one opponent, with 11-
ception of Higdon, who bad two.
Those successful candidates also
favor the city of Brookiitort asserting
its eights along the ejver ' front.
Henrh:ere the railroad has. run a net-
ovorlsioat tracks along the levee, for
purpose of u.nloading ties convenient-
ly for re-shipment. The defeated can-
didates favored letting the road coo-
tinue using about all the landing, an)
let the steamboats tie up below the
railroad and tie interests„ w,hile the
successful aspirants favored keeping
the levee open for all boats alike ind
showing the road and tie interests
no favoritisin.
Not Yet Ferreted Out.
The police have not yet found out
who Monday night assaulted and
robbed Farmer 0. L. Doran of
Cuba, Graves county, of $51, while
he was rambling around the -city
intoxicated. He ‘was found in a
dazed condition at Fourth and Eliza-
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FORTUNES. IN THE SCHOOL CITY.
0011MENSE WEALTH 07 SOME
'AMERICAN HILLIONA.T.EES.
eroesus of Old with All His Vaunted




The great fortunes that have spruns
sip so amazingly in this country durita
-recent decades to-day, in the opinion ca
many serious thinLers, constitute a
• Menace to our national well-being, Bar
'Cleveland Moffett, in writing of "The
'Shameful hitsuse-ot Yegith."11111filbeess
liagazine. Without the3e great for-
aunes there would be no reign of luxury
in America, no flaunting of feasts and
dollies, no riot of extravagance; with
them we may expect ail the jay iii that
have ireprevious ci -ilizations attended
-.upon ent‘rmous rices. And many of
-Abase evils, as \ve ha ,-O already seen, are
actually with us. .00
It is admitted that we are the richest
people in the world to-day—the richest
;people the world has ever seen. The
Taunted wealth of Croesus ia eetirnated
-at only 88,000.000, but there r :3 70 Amer-
Ica estates that average $35,00,0:30 each.
As showing the rapil growth of individ‘
all fortunes in this country there is'
'Interest in a list of rich men—printed in
1855—according to which New York city
at that time boasteJ only 88 million.
'tires. And a pamphlet published some
years Waller says teat In '1845 Philadel-
phia could show only ten estates valued
at a illion or more, the richest being
that a Stephen Girard, which re-Tee
$7,000,000. In contrast to which in 18r '
there were dver 200 millionaires in Phi,
adelphia.
As to New York city, the number of -
millionzires, according to best informa-
tion, is over 2,000. while the number of
millionaires in the United States is a?
least 5,0000, or half the total number in
the world. There is one family alone,
at the head of which stands the richest
and mote powerful man in the world,
John D. Rockefeller, and the wealth of
this family is estimated at a thousand
million dollars, a sum so huge that the
human mind quite fails to grasp it,
sum E0 huge that if at the birth of Christ
Mr. Rockefeller had begun making a
dollar a minute and had let these dol-
lars accumulate- day and night for all
these centuries, he wouldatit yet, in
1906, have amassed a thousand million
dollars. And if Mr. Rockefeller should
to-Say turn this wealth into gold coin
and take it out of the country, say into
Canada, he would carry across-the bor.
der three times as much gold as would
then remain in the United States. Nor
would he carry it himself, for the
weight of it would be 1,750 tons. And if
be loaded it on the backs of porters,
each man bearing his own weight in
solid gold (say 150 pounds) it would re-
quire 23,000 men to move it. And if they
'walked ten feet apart the line of them
would reach 44 miles and would occupy
15 hours in passing a given point. None
et which takes any account of the daily
Interest on this fortune, which interst,
If paid in gold, would require the
strength of seven men to carry it, for it
would weigh a thousand pounds. Such
are the riches of a single family!
IN THE LEGAL FIRMAMENT.
• Rising Star That Was Going to
Dazzle Some of the Slow
Movers.
The Chicago drummer who was ar-
rested for naaaultirg the landlord of a
South Dakota hotel foued that there
was only one lawyer in the village and
that he had already been retained by
the plaintiff. In this emergency, re-
lates the Cleveland Plaiwivaler, he de-
murred to being tried, as he was not
lawyer enough to plead Lis own case,
but the justice of the peace calmly re-
plied:
"This court will 'see that you have all
your rights. Anybody seen Jim Peters
around here?"
"He's out doors." answered some one.
"Then call him in."
Jim turned out to be a long and
lathy farmer's hired man, and not at all
bright looking, and as he entered the
room his honor queried:
"Jim, which end cl the cow gets up
first?" 
"The hinder end, sir."
"And a horse?"
"The fronter end."
"All right. This drummer has given
Joe Harris a black eye and wants a
lawyer to prove that Joe ran ag'in the
door casing and blacked it himself. I'll
app'int you as his counsel."
• er.
"But you've got common sense, U
you've just proved, and thht's better yet.
GO right ahead."
Jim went ahead. and in ten minutes
be had the other side so tangled up that
his honor laid his spectacles aside and
said.
"No use to go any further. There may
have been a row, and proisibly there
was a row. but Jim is getting reedy to
prove that the landlord was out in the
barn and the drummer 'croon the street
and there's no use taking up the time
of this court. I'll divide the costs and
the pertiee had better shake hands,
while as for Jim Peters, he's a tieing
star that will continue to rise until it
won't be considered no crime around
here to jump another man's claim and
steal his wife along with it."
Workings of a New Experiment in
the Self Government of
the Young.
The writer was present a few weeks
ago when tb3 first school city was
organised In Iloston by Wilson L. faill,
the inventor and founder of the sys-
tem, writes Frank Pearzons, in Cen-
tury. There were 700 pupils, all girls
of the grammar grades. They were
delighted with the plan, voted unani-
mously -and enthusiastically to adopt
the Golden Rile as the fundamental
law of their scilool city, supplemented
it with various provisions against dis•
_order, destructlon or injury of prop-
erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness,
etc., and showed remarkable discre-
tion in the election of their officers.
Tfth mayor v.as a bright-faced girl
of twelve and a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, what
It meant to her to be mayor of Han-
Cock school, she said: "It means to
see that every girl is orderfy, clean
and good. It r -ans that thoy must
have good co:. (.. They must be
clean and nee: i their dreas and
habits. They must keep the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. And
they must be kind to everybody."
"That is a great t'Isk. Aren't you
afraid of it?"
The answer was prompt and clear:
"No, teL I think they are all gocal
citizens.'
Mary Fink the judge, said: "I
shall warn citizens who don't behave,
and if that dons no good I shall pun-
lila them. They must behave."
The whole discipline of the school
is put into the hands of the mills
The teachers give instruction, and
ar:.ice when it is needed, and the ua
,ate responsibility and authority are
r.,,vays with them. But the students
make laws. and really govern them.
selves, although there is an author
ity above them, just as a grown-ur
citi governs Itself, although the legis
lature may at any time revoke its
chart
In fact, there is more real self-gov-
ernmcnt in these . chool cities than
in most of our large cities. Fot
there is no apathy in the school city.
no stay-at-Lome vote, no political ma
chine or boss.
There is no graft in the schoca city,
no boodle on the coancil, no "ender.
standing" between the police and
wronasioers. The ten-year-old ludge
and the twelve-year-old mayor are ab-
solutely incorruptible, Habits of good
citizenship arc forme 1 ...tile the mind
is plastic, open to the full force of
ccinsiderations of right and justice and
free from commercial motives and
other influences that in later life so
often interfere with the duties of
citizenship. The love of liberty is
strengthened and ennobled by recog-
nition of the rights of others and the
necessity of mutual limitations for the
public good. Respect for law and au-
thority is developed. The sense of
justice is strengthened and the judicial
attitude of mind is cultivated.
The results have been excellent in
every way. ...oth conduct and schol-
arship are greatly improved. Disobe-
dience is pulled up by the roots. Pub
lie sentiment ranges itself on the side
of law when the public makes the
law. A breach of order is no longgr
regarded as a defiance of an alien go*-
ernment. but as an injury and an in-
sult to the community. Even the
most disorderly schools have been re-
duced to good conduct by the instate
ton of the school city.
•
Breaking the Trail.
Winter in the mountains is severe
in its restrictions. Sledging and travel
over the snow-banked trails ale lim-
ited to bare necessity. In the colder
seasons the trails are kept open by
shoveling and ;Jackie% them down
When the runners sing intermittent-
ly in high, thin voices, the teamster,
with a belt tight around his overcoat
and flopping his arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest har.iships. But
When the heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming means a bat
tie and a venture With a sudden
termination hanging jest above
Thousands of tons of snow up the
mountain sides hang on a trigger
that can be sprung by the sigh of
a breeze or the rolling of a pine cone.
and in summer many a barren slope
and pile of rock and timber at the
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win-
ter's night. Floundering, swearing
and persevering opens the trail—a lit-
tle rutted thread of white from up
above, but a hard day's work for a
leg
Curious English Almshouse.
The most curious almshouse, in
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi-
chester. There eight old ladies live
actually in the church, which is a fine
building dating from 1680. -ft was
originally a monastery, but 'when
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there
she turned it into an almshouse, to
endure as long as almshouses exist.
The old ladies have two neat little
rooms each down the sides of the
main church, with windows looking
out on the garden. They have each a
coal supply, a kitchen range, water
and gas. At one end of the church
is the chapel, where daily services are
held. The choir stalls are beautifully
carved old oak, the original seats that
the Monks used. The church stands
In a quiet little square.In Dead Earnest.
A traveling man received the follow•
ing telegram from his wife:
"Twins arrived to night. More by
well"
He went at onre to the nearest office
and sent the following reply:
"I leave for home to-night. If more
some by mail send to dead letter office."
tt's Magazice.
Last Addition.
"This fiat is so fearfully small,"
complained the applicant. "Do you
think we could get enough breath in
It to Uve on?"
"0, yes'" said the agent. "It is
thoroughly provided with compressed
alr."--Detrolt Free Press.
WAS ATTACHED TO D00..
Singular Surgical Operation That Re.
stored the Use of •
Man's Leg.
- ;—Grafting the bone from a dog's let
onto the leg of a man, to replace somt
live inches of bone that had been re
moved, and aiiiaving to the man hit
leg, was the remarkable surgical teal
performed by a local surgeon. It was
the first recorded case of grafting upon
the human bone the bone of one of the
lower animals, says the San Francisco
ChronicW—
The patient, a Swede, 45 years old,
had fallen about 12 feet to the pave-
ment, causing a compound fracture 00
the right leg near the ankle. The
fracture resisted treatment, and in the
course of time Ave inches of bone were
removed. It seemed that the only
thing left was amputation. The stir,
goon determined to attempt to graft
the bone from the foreleg of • dog to
the sawed-off 'end of the leg bone og
the man. A small black and tan dog
was selected for the experiment, placed
under ether, and his leg prepared. The
ends of the bones of the man and the
dog were united by silver wire, and
the dog and man fastened rigidly to-
gether in a plaster cast. The report
says:
"The man suffered very Little pain
or inconvenience except for two or
three days, during which the dog was
restless and would attempt to move.
The more the dog would move the
more pain was inflicted upon the man.
The dog soon realized this, so that it
was not necessary after the fourth day
to give the dog morphine to keep hintquiet The dog and the man becamevery much 'attached' to each other."
Five weeks later the bones had knit-
ted firmly and the dog was removed bysawing off his leg. The other end ofthe new bone was united to the man's
bane without difficulty. Six month's
after the union the thin bone from thedog's leg had grown and developed al-
most to the size of the original bone inthe man's leg. The man walks witha cane, but can get along without it ifnecessary.
TRICK OF COLLEGE GIRL.
Shoe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by
Which She Gets Matinee
Honey.
/ "What's a fellow going to do aboutit, anyway" exclaimed a Boston shoo
clerk the other day, says the Shoe Re-
tailer. "It beats me. Here comes in
Miss College Maid, and she is as fas-
cinating as she can be. She picks wit
a five-dollar pair of shoes as pgrfectly
lovely,' and 'won't we charge them up
to pa?' which we certainly will do,
because 'pa' has notified us that his
credit is '0. K.' and is at his daugh-
ter's disposal.
"But next day in cornea Miss College
Maid with her shoes in a box under
her arm. She would 'really like to lona
at those $3.50 shoes,' and she finally
buys them. 'And won't we give her
the change back,' she says with a
smile that will tilt most men from
their balance.
"Of course, if a man made such a
proposition we'd call the police, but
we're apt to bow td the Miss College
Maid with the smile, and hand over
the $1.50 to her, as if she had asked
for only a pair of extra shoe strings.
Then while Miss College Maid trots off
to the matinee to spend our $1.50 we
ruzzle our heads as to whether we
have been buncoed or whether we have
bunooed 'dad,' although, to be sure,
we charge it to his account.
"And if a fellow once falls a victim
to the wiles of Miss College Maid he
scon learns that she needs a new pair
of shoes about every time a matinee
idol comes along"
Volcano Creates Earthquake.
A remarkable example of the close
connection of volcanoes and earth-
quakes was observed by the early Span
ish settlers in San Salvador. When the
water in the crater lake of Ilopango rose
above • certain level earthquake shocks
always followed. So they cut a channel
I. allow the escape of the water and to
prevent its rising in the crater. And for
100 years there was no earthquake in
that district. Then the precaution was
neglected, the water rose in the crater
and preseny a violent earthquake
shook the country. At the same time-
the lake was blown out by a volcanic
eruption.
Japan's Chemical Works.
Japan has 840 factories wherein pro
fessional chemists are employed. Two
of them employ river 500 workpeople.
are included gas Rorks. paper works
ceramic and lacquer works. Sugar fac-
tories and breweries are not included.
Many of therh are sleek companies. Of
these 75 produce eharrneceultes1 prod-
ucts, 95 WWII:wing oils, 40 matchea,
50 Indigo, four other colorAlottrgagand
six incense. Japan's chemical indus-
try eniploys 38.591 workmen. In the
mateh factories there are five Women
operatives to each man. Some factories
run 12 hours, but most of them only
ten. Men's wages average 14 cents and
women's ten cents a day.
• 
Height in French Army.
Sine, the law of 1901 there has beet
no limit of height for a French soldier;
dwarf or giant, all must serve. Before
that time the limit was only eve feet one
Inch. Yet the average height was not
yet run down to that of Napoleon',
"grande armee" in its last years and not
long ago it was above that of the Ger-
man army measured u a whole.
Never Twice Alike.
"Think it over again, Nanette, before
you refuse me."
"Why should I consider yotillproposal
twice?"
"Oh, because you women never think
tele. alike. '—borileu bier.
JAMES AND AGATHA. GUY NANCE,
Manager.
BY BAILEY PA/W.
James, as you may already have
guessed, was a very conselentiou
young man. As a boy he hitl been
known at cricket to dispute the deci-
sion of an umpire in his favor. Even
the ordinary social lies were repellent
to him. He never traveled in a class
superior to that for which he had
taken his ticket He never did any-
thing which was not extremely care
ful and conspicuously honest. With
such a character, there was only One
thing that the young man could ulte
cuately become.
Shortly after he became a revlenree
of fiction for the Daily Record it hap'
pened that he met Agatha. Agatha
had at a comparatively early age beer
left an orphan. As her education was
defective, and as she did not lik•
children, there was only one thins
that Agatha could become.
It was shortly after Agatha bad be
come governess that she and darner
met. Her face was wholesome ani
practical, rather than beautiful. TO)
some weeks he never told kb
love. Then one afternoon he took hem
to hear an oratorio. It may have bees
the effect of the muaie, or of the tee
and buns at the A B C shop afterward
or of the long drive to Kilburn througl
London's romantic dusk. The fact re
mains that when they climbed up or
the omnibus he called her Miss Brown
and when they parted at the end of tilt
journey he called her Agatha.
treasured the oratorio programme, anti
met her frequently. One night there
was an air of mystery about her.
"Shortly," she said, "you will see me
in a new light. James."
"I would not have you different,"
said James. This was quite the right
thing to say, as he had e'en it in a
book.
"East side of Waterloo bridge, about
six to-morrow," said Agatha-
"Right," said James. He would thee
have kissed her, but refrained from
the publicity which would have attend-
ed the act.
The next morning there was brougre
to his rooms a large parcel of novels
from the Daily Record. He groaned
because that meant work, and even the
reading of novels is not pleasant U
you happen to be paid for it. Ha
would have groan.): still more if the
books had not come, because that
would have'meant no work, and wan'
of work would have made sundry re
mantic possibilities more remote. As
it was, they had arranged to be mar
ried next year in the sweet sprins ;
time. Quite quietly. Bride in browr
cloth. Honeymoon of seven days al
Lattlehampton.
He tore his mind away from romance
is real life and settled down to no
mance as it is written, and the very
first volume that he picked up we)
entitled "A Love of Other Days," to
Agatha Brown. This was the nee
light in which Agatha was to ap
pear. She had written a novel, and
be was to review it. He wondered if
the editor of the Daily Record would
stand an entire column about an un-
known genius. James almost regret-
ted 'that he had discovered three un-
known geniuses the week before; it
was likely to spoil the market.
He noticed the name of the publish.
era with regret. Agatha would have
done better to have consulted him
Then he read the book and burled hit
fact() In his hands, for that novel by
Agatha Brown was about toe most
putrid thing in fiction that had poi-
luted his chambers for the last 1$
months. It was wrong everywhere; it
was wrong all through. There is no
worse thing on earth than a bad his-
torical novel, and this was a very bad
historical novel.
Here, then, was the conflict between
love and duty. Duty was scratched,
and love walked over. By the evening
he had written a column hailing Agatha
Brown as the greatest genius that the
onuntry had yet seen. But his heart
was broken. For once he had not been
conscientious. He could not live with
that stain upon his soul. So he deter-
mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo
bridge, take one long, last farewell,
and then send off the review and cone
rail suicide. Agatha was a little late
for her appointment, and looked very
pleased with herself.
"Well?" she said.
Why did you not confide • in me?"•
he asked, gently. "Why did you not
tell me you had written a hook? Pos-
sibly my pracUced judgment might
ha
'v'Ae7ha"t en earth are you talk!
about? riirnTtten any book. I
shouldn't be so silly.-
"Then sijmebody else with your
name has."
"Has she? What cheek!" She etill
looked at James somewhat inquiring-
ly. He had an uneasy sense that she
was expecting him to say Something,
and that he was not saying it.
"Well," he said, "what did you
mean then by saying that you were
going to appear in a new light?"
"If you happen to be blind," sbe
answered, rathet snappishly, "1 can't
give you eyes."
"Don't be cross, dear. Let's see; it's
the same Jacket you always wear, and
the same skirt."
"Oh, don't bother. I've got my
hair done up differently, Ind I've got
a new hat- I don't want to talk about
IL. If yeti take no interest in my ap
pearance, there's nothing more to be
said. What do you think about three
Japanese now?" -
The rest of his interview with
Agatha was far from pleasant Eut
his column review of the novel by het
namesake was *reduced to two lines on
the subject of Wardour street rule,
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For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elaewher,
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
. Paper usually sold at IOC we will
sell for Sc.
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Not a drink, but a seasonable prep
aration especially adapted for coughs
e and colds accompanied by fever at is
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Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from hcadaches--severe or
mid, occasional or chronic.
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in connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-









Will bring pleasure to your
borne during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Corne in










In Books as Well as in Life There
Are Certain Strong Family
Reameblance.
— —
may imagine an artist attempt,
lug, on a wager, to paint a landscape
Without using a single tone of yellow,
let us say, or blue, gays Frederic Ta
bet Cooper, in the Bookman. In the
same way one may imagine a ilov,
elist writing a story of a man and a
woman, so detached from the outside
world, so silent regarding their ances-
try, their past lives, their present
surroundings, so nearly a record of
two naked souls, that heredity and
environment may be said for once to
be eliminated. But such a picture,
such a story, would be a mere tour
de force, not an honest transcript from
life. Every landscape must contain.
in varying degrees, some yellow and
some blue. Every human story must
concern itself with track; inherited
from our fathers or ageltilred through
the company we kw*.
ers are Vre reality, men and
And the no whom his char.
ilre5m he thinks of as having
an existence outside the pages of his
hook, needs no premptings from Dar-
win in order to make us recognize
the Use of blood and of propinqoity
—any more than the photegraPhle
lens needs to be prompted in order
to show, la a family group how the
Lather's eyes, the mother's lips are
mirrored back 112 the faces of son
and daughter.
It is not venturesome to say that
In some of our beat Baldish novels,
in "Belinda" and "Emma," in "The
!Newcastle*" and "The Mill on the
Floes," there is often more heredity
than Miss Edgeworth br Miss Austen.
ihan Thackeray or Om", Eliot were
conscious of putting Were. Take any
novel of the first magnitude, in which
• whole household is described, the..
generations of genial, kindly gentle-
folk, the sort of family that it would
be a privilege to know in real life.
One of the granddaughters, let us say,
Is the author's chief concern, and the
whole book revolves around her per-
sonality.
Now if the book is based upon an
Intelligent observation of it is
not a vital matter whether the author
has worked out the heredity for you.
like logarithms, down to the tenth
decimal. You are free to work it on$
for yourself, to trace the heroine's
qualities, good and bad, back to their
various sources, to conjecture about
her many things which the author
sever once mentioned, perhaps nev-
er even thought of. In books, as well
as in real life, there are certain fam-
ily resemblance that are never no-




THE OLD, OLD STORY.
-----
But the Night Grew Sudden/7
Chilly and the Love-Making
Was • ?frost.
Slowly they walked in the twilight
—he and she, writes C. W. Taylor, in
the Chicago Tribune.
lie was no longer in the heydey of
youth.
Time, however, had laid light hands
upon him. So had hie barber, but
oftener and more artistIcalir, and be
was well groomed.
She was a rare and radiant maiden,
known to the regular frequenters of
Spotcash & Colise-great emporium of
trade as the girl at the robbbn counter.
"Miss Mildred," be said, with a sort
of premonitory cough, "let us suppose
• case."
"A case of what kind, Mr. Mate-
wer?" she asked. "Notions? Or rens.
cants?"
"I,fet us not talk shop, Miss Mil
dred. If. 'case' suggests buetness I
will vary the phrase. Let us consld
er a hypothesis."
"A what?"
"A hypothesis. A hypothesis is a
supposition, an assumption, a postu
late, a working basis, or an Mete taken
,for granted, for the purpose of laying
a foundation, establishing a proposi-
tion, or demonstrating a fact Get
the idea?"
"0, yes; anybody can understand
that. Is there more Of Ur"
"There is. Some day, my dear girl,
you expect to metre somebody."
"Is that the hyPo—hypo—"
"No; that Is one of the eternal
verities. Evert_raitty girl espeetato.
marry somebody. Here is the hepoth
etis: Suppose some man. slightey
past the blcoming period of youth
butt well preserved, in full possessioe
of health, strength, and all his Intel
lectual faculties—"
"A hypothesis is a man, is it?"
"He's a necessary part of this one
Suppose some such man as I am de'
scribing, not at all ill looking, and
possessed of • reasonable share of this
world's goods, should fall wildly,
madly, desperately in love with you,,
Miss Mildred—"
"Well?"
"And offer you his hand and heart
—do you think you could leant to
lo\te him?"
They walked along a block or two
In silence.
Then Mr. Mate-war spoke again
"Peels a little as if it were going
to snow, doesn't it, Miss McGinnis?"
he said.
Strong Argument.
Worcester, England, has refused to
give the government • site for a car-
airy barracks, though one of the city
councilmen used a strong argnment.
IT. urged that the prostittet'brilet
solders in town would end the pre.
railing scarcity there of female do-
+Leslie servants.
•
AN LU YPTI AN --1N -EXPERDEENT WAYS OF CHARITY. Lemon Chill T
QUICK SHAVE. IN TELEPATHY I
"Give me a quick shire," said a mks
who had- wandered bito a strange-
looking barber shop in lower Washing-
ton.
"Yes, sato" replied the Egyptian
barber, who was stout and swarthy.
He began to unbutton the customer's
coat and waistcoat.
"Hold on! I aehed ier a shave,"_ex
claimed the cuse
"I ehave you, sair,'' said the barber,
and calmly proceeded to hang up the
wearing apparel.
Then he removed collar and tie, un-
buttoned the customer's shirt and
tucked it down.
"What are you going to do?" dee
mended the customer, now a little
frightened. "Is this the way 'to give
a (pock shaver
"I make you feel plenty of good,"
said the barber reassuringly.
Then he began to strop a razor like
a jackknife with a large inlaid ebony
handle containing • fan and a stiletto.
"He's going to cut my throat,"
thought the customer. "I'd better keep
quiet and perhaps I can escape. This
Is a quick shave with a vengeance. I'll
lose my train, anyway."
It was one alleviation that the bar-
ber was not loquacious. He went about
his work seriously and methodically.
He poured some drops of an aromat.
lc tincture into a basin and carefully
washed the patient's chest. The neat
Wag 'was to ierreetigate certain moles
and in one or two eases to pull one
hairs with a pair of tweezers and ap-
ply a dab of otntraent
Then taking a gilt shaving cup in-
scribed with shorthand symbols of
Arabi,: be lathered the chest, shoul-
ders and lower back of the neck of the
customer and proceeded to shave with
the jackknife, which was fairly sharp.
"By lire way, is the; an operation for
appendicitis?" asked the customer with
mild sarcasm. "Perhaps you think I'm
an a:tor going to wear a low necked
toga the forum scene"
"I shave good Egyptian style," re-
plied the other serenely, and fetching
a sliver basin with a semi-circular
opening to fit the neck he placed it un-
der the patient's chin and hooked up
a chain around the back.
The effect in the mirror was of a de-.
vice to feed infants. Its object, how-
ever, seemed to. be to catch the super-
abundant thin lather that flowed in
streams from the upper lid and down
the sides of the face.
"Go ahead," spluttered the hapless
customer, noticing a clock in the mir-
ror. "You've only been at this quick
shave for 35 minutes. Do you generally
make appointments by letter?"
The face was shaved twice In the
space of_ 15 minutes, and the man in
the chair had hopes of escaping- Hi
receoned without knowledge, for the
Infants ' basin continued to be yoked up
and the artist opened a box of surgical
Ltool 
One of these, a mirror and probe
combined, searched the secret places of
the ear and cleaned It out. Another in-
strument shaved the Inside of the ear,
which was then scented and anointed.
The same tool did a delicate job on the
eyebrows, removing two hairs in the
center.
"A dental surgeon. too," murmured
the almost resigned patient, as the
barber pried his mouth open, scraped
the bnck of his teeth with a small steel
hoe and inserting a roll of slippery elm
bark used It as a toothbrush.
The rights of privacy seemed much
exceeded when the patient's tongue
was seized by silver nippers and
scraped by another Instrument.
"I fix your finger nail in your foot?"
asked the artist at this juncture.
"No, no; you've done enough to me,'
exclaimed the customer. "Let the real
of my body alone. I suppose if I'd
asked for a hair cut, instead of a quick
shave, you would have amputated my
leg and trepanned my skull."
"Egyptian barber; do everyt'ing."
was the calm reply. "I graduate
school in Cairo."
The concluding operations were as
orange flower scented face wash
anoantings of various sorts, combins
of the eyebrows, a dry shampoo of the
hair, with perfuming, anointing and
combing, and a squirt of some fragran
liquil into mouth and nostrils. Al
this brought the total time for a quid
shave up to one hour and eight min
utes.
_" What Is Aka danseeseer -said the eerie
tomer as he was reclothing himself.
He felt himself In fact much fresh-
ened and exhilarated after so many
and varied attentions.
"Twenty-live cents," replied the
swarthy artist, naming a higher price
the& he charged to compatTipts.
"Say, that's dirt cheap," exclaimed
the American, adding a ten-cent gratu-
ity. But you ought not to advettise
it as a quick shave, old man."
"The qui& Egytian shave," said the
btrbor."-Waslilagton POOL
Servant's Long Berries.
Tbe following announcement ap•
pears la the Geneva papers: "s,pvd
Mme. Edouard Monou regretfully an-
nounce the death of their faithful serv-
ant, 1111e. Gabrielle Thoznasst Wier
has been In the service of our family
for the last 76 years in anemone:in."
The aged servant was 89 Toile 43
at the time Of her death.
Church Saved from Sandal.
Tbe ancient cha•ch of St Man
(Cornwall), which was recently dis-
covered in the sands at Perron, Is
about to be rester td. The church
Itan/IMIMPIIIIIINFItit Iron Of
wall, long since lost In the sands, and
te coneidered to be far the oldest
In the count.;.
• 4 i The millionaire stood at thlt t006 01
Slow burg,
but it's t20 taster than I am," sighed(
'11 11ade!Phta 
one of the chair holders of an uppeC
Broadway hotel. "The worst part of It
all is that the man who turned tha
trick OD we was an old !dead."
The speaker took a deep puff on a
cigar of the sail that is usually named
after a man that is dead.
"I dropped in on my friend just for
the sake of old Omes. Cosey little
joint he had. Two rooms, faro layout,
sideboard, wheel, folding bed and tele-
phone.
"He seemed tickled to death to see
me. Wanted to know all about little
old New York. Whether the pavement
was down on Forty-second street yet,
where the dead line was now and
whetter it sagged as much as it used
to. Then we gradually switched the
talk ever to the theaters.
' 'That reminds me,' he said sudden-
ly. 'I know a young fellow right hers
In this town that's got every vaude-
ville artist on the boards to-day shooed
to the flies, lie does mind reading that
would make Heller look like a mental
Illiterate. Fact is, he's a sort 01
nephew of Heller's, come to think ol
it ant you don't believe it? Walt
till I show you'
"He hustled around until he found
a pack of cards.
"'Now, I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
said, spreading the cards out on the
table. 'You pick any card you like
from the deck and I'll call our friend
up on the phone. If he's there, I'll bet
you $20 even that he can tell you the
card you picked over the 'phone.'
• "Web, I hated to take money from
an insane man like that, but I've al-
ways heard that they're apt to get vio-
lent if you don't let them have then
own way. So 1 dug out a twenty and
picked the king of dubs.
" 'You're on.' I told him soothingly
"'I think that his number is 30e
Blank.' he said, taking a little notbook
from his pocket. 'Yea, here it is: Mr
Adams, 306 Blank. Call him up your-
self tires there won't be any question
abcut it.'
"I went to the 'phone and got 206
Blank.
" 'Mr. Adams there?' I asked.
"'Yes, this is Mr. Adams,' came
back.
" 'Well, I took a card from the deck
Nit now. What was lt?'
"There was a little pause, and then
'Hello, yes, well, it's the king or clubs.'
"Wouldn't that jar you?"
The speaker took another lonr putt
on his cigar as if to make himself for-
get his other troubles.
"There certainly is something in
this occultism that we can't under-
stand," ce..mmented the !Lau cr, hie
right
"Yee, there's $20 of mine In it but I
can understand it, all right enough,"
continued the man behind the cigar.
"Let me finish, will you?
"After my friend had pocketed the
$20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
been to see me and to drop in agate
soon and he'd try to have Mr. Adsmil
ap there to meet me.
"I was still thinking about it on the
street a few minutes later when wha
should I run ieto but Spider McBride
"% ell, I told; Spider where I'd bees
and all about Heller's wcenderfti
nephew.
"'Yon don't say so!' said Spider
'Why, I dropped twenty on that same
cuss Ain't be a wonder, though? Jen-
kins. his nam% is.'
"'No, Adams.' says I.
"'What? Heller's nephew? Jen
kiss, I tell you. And his telephoro
number's 306 Blank. I don't droll
twenty so often but what I can re
member the details when I do.'
"'Oh, well, I know his name's
Adams, but what's the use in II ghtizif
about it? Let's go in here and get t
drink.'
"It was a pretty decent sort of
joint, and we had two or three drinks
Then Spioer recollected that he want-
ed to telephone to a man named
Smith, who oerasionally did odd job,
for him as government aesayer.
"icier went to the 'phone, but just
as he was about to take the receiver
off the hook the bell rang. Spider
took the message.
" 'What?' be exclaimed through the
'phone. He glanced at the 'phone
number. 'Hanged if It isn't! Yes, this
Is 306 B:ank. What do you want?'
" 'Say,' he called -over to the barter,-
eresseseire-tatir-ter—litr-
jone'r" think Mr. Jones is the two of
diamonds,' he called back to Spider.
'You'll find the list under the 'phone
book.'
"I'd gone over to see what the game
WM'
"Snider Pulled a long typewritten
list out from under the 'phone book
and glanced at it.. Then be handed it
to me, and started talking through the
'phoner"That list bad the 62 cards of the
deck written out and opposite each one
the same of some man. I noted with
Interest that the king of clubs was Mr.
Adams. Mr. Jenkins, Spider's friend,
was the nine of hearts.
"Seiler was still talking through the
'We
▪ anditle what I said,' be was say-
ing. 'The Lard the eitntleman took was
the four of epades. Nte this isn't Mr.
*Jones. It's Mr. McBride, whom you
introduced to Mr. Jenkins the other
day. And rye got a friend here with
me that is looking for a certain Mr.
Adams with a gun. Good-by.'
"And he hung up the receiver.
"'Well, anyway,' eaid Spicier, as we
pid our checks, we just made $RO 1i-
some poor sucker that didn't deserve
guess he hasn't got quite as good
OriniOrlof Holler's cc;. h ws
--N. 1.
the throne.
"How are you?" said the poor man.
"Pretty well, I thank you," the m11-
lionaire replied, in a low voice.
"Dine out last night?"
"Yes—I thank you."
"Overeat yourself?" _
"Oh, no," said the milliOnaire----quickly,
raising his head. "Oh, no, f have not
any appetite left."
The rows of poor people behind the
throne grinned.
"Ever give anything to the poor?"
asked the poor man.
"Yea, yes," said the millionaire, ea-
gerly. "I subscribed 65,000 to—"
"Did you miss it?" asked the poor
man.
"If you .wouldn't mind asking one of
my secretaries," the millionaire went on,
Ignoring the last question. "Any of
them would tell you—"
"Did you ever give away anything
yourself, with your own hand, with your
heart?"
The millionaire's heart beat furiously.
He looked about him for a chance to es-
cape.
"I did once," he said, in a law, hurried
whisper.
"How much?"
"A penny," said the millionaire,
scarcely audibly.
A ragged man came forward from the
huge company behind the throne and
deposited a penny on the table by the
throne.
"I'll make it $20,000 said the million-
aire. hurriedly.
"Sit down„" the poor man said,
sternly. *By that penny are you saved."
The millionaire Rat down and a lady
took his place before the throne.
"I gave some money once to a poor
beggar," she began.
"You are very proud of your charity?"
asked the poor man.
"I have given away a great deal con-
aid' ring," she replied, briskly.
"Cunsidering what, madam'!"
"Oh. considering what other people
do,- she said.
"With your whole heart did you gble
it. for pity, for real love's sake?"
"I'm not a sentimentalist," she said,
hotly.
"Did you ever refuse to give to any-
one?"
"Never," she said, in a loud voice,
"never."
"Never once? Think of 20 years ago?"
There was a question in his voice.
The lady turned red and tried to hide




'A poor woman came up to me as I
was getting into my carriage. I was
only a girl"—her voice died in a whisper
—"she looked as if she were dying, and
she said she was hungry. I told her to
go away: hated the sight of her."
"Diti you give her anything?"
"No." She hung her head.
"She had a baby?"
A light came in to the lady's eyes
which turned them from their hardness
Into soft orbs of wonder.
"Yes, she had a baby; I gave it •
flower."
A woman came out from the great as
sembly and put a rose upon the table
by the throne.
"You may sit down," said the pool
man
Now there came a man of about 40 tc
stand before the throne. He was very
exquisitely dressed and his mustache
was dyed black.
"You have done a lot co charity, have
you not?" askd the poor man.
"Oh, nothing really, you know; noth-
ing much," he replied.
"Bazars, theatricals, dances?"
"Well, yes, I have done what I could,
don't you know."
"Have a good time yourself?"
"Oh, yes, thaoke." said the man. He
felt he was getting on well.
"Did you get into society that way?"
asked the poor man.
"Yes, perhaps I did.
"Have you ever given anything in
charity and love?"
The man stood silent for some time
and pendered. Before that vast assem-
blage his cocksureness was giving way;
he began to look shabby.
"Once," he began, "bet that was
nothing—I was walking home—but it
won't count—I had no ilioney with me
and a man asked for something; he was
cold and tattered; I gave him the cigar-
ettes out of my  wgr becauaa1.waasory
for-him."
Out of the crowd came a poor man to
lay a little handful of cigarettes upon
the table.
The man of the world had not noticed
him and the sweat stood on his fore
head; he seemed ashamed of his action.
-"You may sit down," said the poor
man, and at the sound of his voice the
man looked up and seeing his gift on the
table he looked with unutterable relied
at the poor man—then sat down.
An old man now came up before the
throne.
"I ain't done nothin' as I can think of,"
be said, in a faltering vetoer; "I ain't 'ad
no means nor position nor no nothin'
to give away."
From out the crowd behind the throne
there came 20 or 30 men and women,
each bearing In their hands a cup of
cold water.
Then the millionaire woke up front his
dream and shlverred with cold. His fire
was out, his room was dark, but he
could see In the dim light a ghostly pro-
cession of starving, cold figures who
passed by and pointed at him.
He rose, shaking, and went to his
desk. He unlocked a drawer and drew
out • roll of bank notes. With them In
his hand he messed quickly downstairs
• ̂ri into the iifiric street.--i-Chicago
IUC
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REVIEW:.
WILL CURE NT-71-'"US TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE TH2
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.




Will practice in all courts of Ken
tucky.





J. C. Flournoy Cada, Reed
FLOITRN Y & REED
LAWYERS)
Rooms so, is and is, Columbia Rids
PADUCAH, ICY.
Dr. B. T. HaH
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, zee
Hort hFiftli, Both Phone M.
Residence roar Clay, Old Phone flip.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats •et each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. a.
For other information apply to Jaa.
Koger, superintendent; Frank La
Brown, agent.
A. S. DABNE Y
Truehart
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTN
TELEPHONES
'Residence sgli Office ma
DR. R. E. HEARNt
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444•





Rooms r, 2 and 3 Rce te; Bold-
hig. 333 1-2 Broadway.





011 Phone oil Red; New Phone 3e.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
moo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours to to a. m., r to g
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and assidence, Rooms 3 tune 4,
C WW1 it .•
PhQ1119
OLIVER, OLIVER & WORKGOS.
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Note
Maisha't County; Padecah,
Room it" Fraternity Building.
New Phone rt• Oid Phone 303,
The eNetional
Cigir Stands
is composed of two thousand retail
ciruggists, scattered - throughout the
United States, who have conceit-
trated_their league buying power in
st single, to-operative concern. These
2.000 stares, constitute the greatest
retail league outlet on 9rth. Conse-
quently the N. C. A. Co., becomes
the largest single customer for 'to-
-- Isacco ever koosio, in., the _KUM. of
the cigar business. That is why we
can offer the terms??? we do.
M'PHERSONS
WANTS 
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able bodied toonarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citisetis‘ of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.'
WHITE dining room girls wanted
at Hotel Craig, Fifth and Jefferson.
$7s0no improved farm near Maxon






irnished at tiffisoel *flings with a
Telephone. j. H,.,tostg, Hinson, Spgs.,
Teertf.‘
rivesia h!O. 
s.soWseaffED—A boy about fifteen
years eitelas.acquainted wi•h city. Ap-
ply C. C. Lee, 315 Broadway.
FOR ̀ -'1INNT— Eight Roomed
house in West End all modern con-
vene-flees. Frescoed throughout.
Apply L. S. DuBois.
_ FOR RENT—Lower apartments
Whonse 603 North Sixth street.
GEORGE RAWLEIGH.
For Rent. Room. Elegantly fur-
nished. Centrally located for two
young ladies. Reasonable. Box 96,
- City.
FOR RENT—Two nice rooms at







Had Been Invalided For Several
Years With Rheumatism, When .
Complications Developed.
; ;Alit • ••
-Yesterday afternoon at 4 oclocir
Silitie r eatherine Freeman died at the
residence of her daughter,:birs. W.
E. Downing, ten miles from this
city upon the Benton road. Ths.
deceased had been an invalid with
dheumatism for the past few years,
and this was followed with compli-
cated stomach ailments developing,
and causing her dissolution.
. Mrs. Freeman was one of the best
known ladies 101 the rural districts.
in this secgritr.of the country. She
was born crry-nine years ago in
Marstaill county and had -all her life
lived out in that locality. Her hus-
band -4rred during January. 19o"
Thei4tialesed 'is survived by sev-
eral children, they being her daugh-
ter as whose home she expired, Mrs.
Beatrice Fite! of Benton,. Dr. A. H.
Freeman of Starks, Fla., Mr. E. B.
Freernan of Jacksonville, Fla., and
Mr. L. L. Freemag. latter of. ̀ wit
is connected with the Rehkopf lent
Cr house of here, and resides at
1202 Trimble street.
She was a Member of the Baptist




(Continued from Page One.)
Permission was given the street car
company to,, three poles at
Third and th street, put up 19
new ones and take down the seven-
-teen old ones now standing on Broad
between Thii d and Sixth and put up
twenty-six low ones on Fountain
avenue betwczti Jefferson and Trim-
ble streets. hone of these new ones
are to go at intersections of public
thoroughfares with the cross streets.
The Independent Telephone Com-
pany was authorized to put four new
poles on Tenth between Burnett and
.glournoy. sire,: ts...
The engine boiler at the city light
plant is in a hadly worn condition,
and Superin. it Kebbler was di-
rected to bri- si at the next board
session, a report, showing its condit-
ion and needs.
VVIhen the new concrete sidewalks
go down in the neighborhood of
Fountain avenue a Id Jefferson street,
the walk will be so high the water in
the side street gutters cannot flow
Over the pavement ends, therefore
'Engineer Washington was empower-
ed, to' lay some storm water drain
pipes down underneath the sidewalks
to carry the water off towards Brad-
shaw creek.
For years a street corner public
• ' ctric light has hung at Fifth and
ssbands streets right out in front of
old city hospital, but this light
been cut out and put at Foun-
tain avenue and Harrison street. The
Fifth and Husbands street people
have kicked loud about their light be-
ing taken from them, so Superinten-
dent Kebbler of the city plant was
ordered to "cut in" the light again
just as soon is the backwater gets
out of the hollow around Fifth and
Husbands so the" light can be gotten
to. The pole sits right out in the
hollow and the windless to raise and
lowtr the arc is now five feet under
sietter..
it was ordered that the sidewalks
he- rePerra' in front of the Puryear
property on Broadway between Ninth
and Tentk streets where the tobacco
warehouse stood before destruction
last August by fire.
sAtreet. Inspector Elliott was order-
FIrto ditch Harris street from 'Fifth
49 Sixth in order to flow away the
water, while he is to do similar work
out at Bradshaw creek between




PROPERTY --OF J. C. Mc-
LOED SOLD.




the Unitea. es bankruptcy
tied er, directing the
trustee of the . C..Z&Loed case, to
dispeare eif tfle Iriarerest McLoed
has 'in 4' milin establishment in
Marshall county. The property is
worth several thousand dollars, and
the sale will be conducted the first
Of June. thirty days being neces-
sary, under the law, to properly ad-
vertise the sale.
Defiuty Marshal Back.
Depety U. §. Marshal Wade
Brown returned last evening from
Ballard. county, where in the morn-
ing he took Lon Rollings, the young
fellow. sent to jail, for thirty days
for destroying the mail box out up-
on a free rural route in Ballard
county. The kid got the sentence
diming the United States court here
the first of this week.
While down in Ballard yesterday
the deputy marshal met Postoffics
Inspector Hofford of Evansville.
who was in that vicinity examining




+ LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF
,
—Mr. A. C. Townsend has a:-
rived here from Birmingham, Ala.,
L• ng_ 
to have charge of the work of put-
TO REMOVE FRECKLES AND _bitulithic_san_Kentucky avenue,
PIMPLES IN TEN DAYS, USE Lleffersan, and Sixth Seventh an4
I Ninth streets, his company having
The Complexion Beautifier I the contract for this publicsimprove-
ment.
—Miessrs. Thomas Boyd, T. M.
Fen:Land G. J. Murphy, of Mounds
City, Ills, are here and say they in-
tend starting a new ice plant
I-
1 l the
—A burning flue at 715 Ohio
street, was yesterday morning at
7 o'clock mistaken for a fire aw 
Idepartment called. ! ''SI —At Metropolis' election day
there was defeated the issue ise
from $500 to $1,000 the city .he,onse
charged, saloonkeepers.
1 
Nadinola Is guara.ntessleandmoney refunded 0
it fails to remove
the very worst cases and beautify the
complexion la tweety days.
Mrs. Edward Juries, of Mount Steeling,
Kentucky, writes'
"I feel it my duty te tell you the beliesi
Nadinola has been to me. I had suffered
untold mortification with freckles, since child-
hood. Having used all the highly recom-
mended creams and lotions, much
hesitancy. I bought your entire tritatraent
After giving it a fair trial I most Iseartily
reoommend it, for it's worth Its weight in
gold to any woman having freckles. Youi •
Nadinola is the only thing I have ever need I
with success. Your Nadine Face Powder
grand. Wishing you the deserved success, 1
am sincerely.'
Price 50 cents and $1.00, by leading
druggists or mail. Prepared by the
National Toilet Co.. Paris, Tenn.










Mt. Carmel, 17.0, falling.
13.2, falling.
Pittsburg, 9.2, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 10.2, falling.
St. Louis, 24.8, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 24.9, falling.
There got away yesterday for the
Tennessee river, the steamer Clyde.
She gets hack next Monday night.
This morning at eight o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo and conies back tonight.
The Joe FOWICT went to Evans-
ille yesterday and 'comes back to-
morrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins comes
in from Evansville. and immediately
departs on her return that way.
The Buttorff arrived yesterday
from Clarksville and left right away-
or Nashville. -
The Kentucky comes out of the
1 ennessee river late tonight and
lays here until Saturday afternoon.
at five o'clock before skipping out
on her return trip.
The Georgia Lee left Memphis
yesterday and gets here tomorrow
en route back up for Cincinnati.
The city of Saltillo passed out
yesterday morning at 5 o'clock
bound back to St. Louis from the
Tennessee river.
There got away yesterday for the
Tennessee river the towboat Mar-
garet.
The Inverness yesterday went to
the Hatchie river after timber.
The towboat America has arrived







Paducah Lodge No. 217,
B. P. O. E.
Lenve Wharf 3:co and Illmo
Returning it :30 p. m.
P. m.
MUSIC AND DANCING FREE
ELEGANT CAFE — POPULAR
PRICES.




at very little above cost.
At housecleaning time, a
small can of paint will cover a
multitude of sins. This is
housecleaning time and we are
selling
Good Paint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,





went together on the tour, visiting
Woodville, Ragland, Bandana, Kevil.
Bardwell and other
small places of that vicinity, all of
which the inspector found in good
condition.
-Ttrer-two- -got-here- la at night at
ao o'clock, and Inspector Hofford
went on to Hopkinsville this morn-
ing at I:40 o'clock to examine the
office there.
Carolus Duran the famous portrait
painter, is about to paint a portrait
of Pope Pius X. taking his inspira-
tion from Titian's portrait of Pope
Paul III.
In the Tritish rattseum are books
writteri,or oyster shells, bricks, tiles,
bones, ivory, lead, iron, copper, sheep-
skin, wood and palm leaves.
Milan thas decided that at every
stres4 crossing eight signs made of
bras/ letters shall be inserted in the
pavement.
Round Trip.- les, •
dren under 12 yrs., 25c.
3
•:* PERSONAL NOTES.
Hun. e Oliver of Benton, at•
rived h e yesterday.
General Agent John T. Donovan
of the I. C., returned from St. Louis
yesterday.
Mr. Roy L Culley left yesterday
morning for Chicago and New York
to buy his stock for the clothing
store he will open.
Mr. Brantley Bolton of Louisville,
is in the city visiting his brother,
Mr. Lee Bolton.
Lawyer L. K. Taylor returned
last night from flying trip to Louis-
ville.
Hon. John K. Hendrick add wife
left yesterday for Smithland.
Cashier Roy Theelkeld of the
Salem. Ky.. bank, is here visiting his
brother, Attorney Lal D. Threlkeld.
Mr. 'Mike Knowles went to Kait-
tavea on business yesterday,
Mr. B. H. Scott and wife have ar-
rived home from Los Angeles, Cal.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Duke are visit-
ing in Chicago.
M. John Sacre has gone to
Owensboro, Ky., to reside.
Mr. Levy of Owensboro, yester-
day went to Meridian. Miss., and
New Orleans, after visiting his
(laughter, Mrs. Jacob Luft and son
Mr. Lee Levy, of this city.
Judge W. M. Reed' went to 'Mem-
phis, Tenn., yesterday.
„ Mr. Richard MkGregor. editor and
owner orthe Brookport (Ill.) Eagle
is in the city.
Mrs. Jake Friedman has- returned'
from visiting her mother, Mrs.
Julius Newman of Evansville, Ind.
Mr. Henry Carrol, the ahip car-
penter, has returned from Ohio.
Mrs. Hill of North Sixth, has re;
tvrned from visiting in Paris, Ky.
Had to Arrest Him
WAS RELEASED ON PROMIS-
ING TO BE GOOD BUT
FAILED TO COMPLY.
A railroad man named Smith of
Grand Rivers, caorne here yesterday
and while intoxicated was arrested
arra brought clovnt, to the City Hall,
but released on promising to go his
way peaceably and behave himself.
He was arrested for jumping on and
off the train, and it stems did not
keep his prturriaes, as last night\ while
drunk he raised some disetirbake out
about the depot and had to be taken
charge of again. Ile will be tried
this morning.
•••41.1111111.
NC BEE A Heavy TireFor HeavyRiders
Cactus Proof
,Oistele from high grade rubber and Sea Island Cotton, properly wrapped
ertd frictioned. They are supplied with an extra heavy tread to resist punc-
tures, We guarantee them to be perfect in construction and material and
will replace free of charge ar*, defective tire. We are SOLE AGENTS
for this brand. We also carry a large line of M. & W. and all standard
tires and a cornpiete line of supplies. See our READING BICYCLES
before you buy, they are those so mile an hour wheels and have more rec-
ords than any other bicycle on the market. -1
If you wish a luxury In the bicycle line call and see our
THOROUGHBRED MOTOR CYCLE.
Prises Just Right. Terms Easy. Old Bicycles Takes is Wang
REPAIRING DONE BY MECHANICS.
S. E MITCHELL,
Old Phone 2451r.
326-328 S. 3rd St. New Phone 743
PADUCAH vs tVANSVILLE
League Park APRIL 20, 21,22
General Adnussion ss Ceuta.
Augustus' Murderer.
The murderer of William Augti stct
has never been captured by the t %
lice authorities, and it looks, laps t ,
guilty has made his escape comslete-,
ly. Albert Shumate is accused of 1
committing the crime and seems to
have skipped the country effectivespi
Augustus is the bricklayer who ,
assaulted ten weeks ago in the local'
I. C. freight yards, and died from ef-
fects of the injuries.
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS, BOX SEATS 60 CENTS.
'
TICKETS -OM SALE SMITH e.- NAGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY.
11
mMUSE CALLED AT 3 31 jr. M. alum".
In London many motor busses are
•ised. The men whiS run them receive
a.-bonus if they 



















After a man taken a certain
number of drinks he gees double.
;Ind after taking a icy, more he is
uoable to see at all.
The pope's residence at Roane, with.
its treasures, in money. is said to ex-
ceed $ssomoomoo in value.
Saturday, April 21
MATINEE AND NIGHT
FUN—Fresh, Fast, Furious from
First Inning to Finish.
This is "IT"





A Comedy Drama in Three Acta.
MISS KATE WATSON.
As "Rosana" zuuperted by the Pop-
ular German Comedian. Mr. Gus
Cohan and a Star Cast of capable
Actors.
13}=§717-- Matinee: Children.— To;
Adults, ay. Night Prices: 2SIC, 35C
SOC, 75c and





You will have to buy more COAL-this season. Why not buy
TRADE WATER COAL
Solyou will know where to geti the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c. Both Telephones254.
Foot of
OHIO
Street. West Kentucky Coal Cos
•
